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In this paper we study the notion of symmetry for implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
systems, which are Hamiltonian systems with respect o a generalized Dirac structure. We 
investigate the reduction of these systems admitting a symmetry Lie group with correspond- 
ing conserved quantities. Main features in this approach concern the projection and restriction 
of Dirac structures, generalizing the corresponding theory for symplectic forms and Poisson 
brackets. The results are applied to the theory of symmetries and reduction in nonholo- 
nomically constrained mechanical systems. The main result extends the reduction theory for 
explicit Hamiltonian systems and constrained mechanical systems to a general unified reduc- 
tion theory for implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. 
Keywords: constraints, Dirac structures, Hamiltonian systems, implicit systems, reduction, 
symmetry. 
1. Introduction 
The classical result by Noether, stating that to a symmetry of a mechanical system 
there corresponds a conserved quantity (or more general, to a symmetry Lie group 
of the system there corresponds a set of conserved quantities, classically called the 
momentum ap), has been very important for the reduction of mechanical systems. 
The result implies that the mechanical system, after reduction by factoring out the 
symmetry, can be further reduced to a level set of the conserved quantity, resulting 
in a reduction of order two, corresponding to the one-dimensional symmetry (group). 
This fact has been very important for instance for the theory of completely integrable 
systems, such as the rigid body where the symmetry group is given by the group 
of Euclidean motions in the three-dimensional space, SE(3), and the corresponding 
conserved quantities are given by the angular momentum (corresponding to rotation) 
as well as the linear momentum (corresponding to translation). The theory of Noether 
has been generalized to general Hamiltonian systems (that is, not necessarily defined 
on the cotangent bundle of the configuration space), resulting in the well-known 
symplectic reduction theorem of Marsden and Weinstein [16], see also [1], which 
was later generalized to the Poisson case by Marsden and Ratiu [15]. This reduction 
[57] 
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theory is not only important for the actual solving of the equations of motion (as 
for instance in the completely integrable case), but also for the stability analysis of 
these Hamiltonian systems, see e.g. [21, 1]. 
Lately there has been much interest in mechanical systems with nonholonomic 
kinematic onstraints. Examples of such systems are given by the rolling penny and 
the snakeboard, where the nonholonomic constraints are given by non-slipping con- 
ditions, see for example [20, 7]. Such systems also admit certain symmetry groups, 
such as SE(2) for the two examples mentioned. There has been a lot of literature 
describing the reduction possibilities of these systems ubject to symmetry groups, 
we only mention [3, 7, 8, 22, 23] and refer to the references therein. The basic 
difference with the unconstrained case is that Noether's relation between symme- 
tries and conserved quantities in general does not hold anymore, that is, symmetries 
do not necessarily give rise to conserved quantifies. This of course has important 
consequences for the possible order of reduction of these systems. However, if one 
considers horizontal symmetries, i.e. symmetries that are consistent with the con- 
straints, one can show the existence of corresponding conserved quantities, see the 
references above. In this case one can again use these conserved quantities to further 
reduce the system to a lower dimensional nonholonomically constrained mechanical 
system, see e.g. [22, 8]. 
In the present paper we will extend the reduction theory for explicit Hamilto- 
nian systems and constrained mechanical systems, as described above, to a general 
reduction theory for the so-called implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. These 
systems are defined using the geometric notion of a generalized Dirac structure, as 
introduced in [9, 11] as a generalization of the classical notions of symplectic and 
Poisson structures. Implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems describe in general a 
mixed set of differential and algebraic equations (DAE's), and have shown to be 
instrumental in the description of energy conserving physical systems, as well as 
power conserving interconnections of these systems, see [10, 24-26]. Examples of 
these systems not only include nonholonomically constrained mechanical systems but 
also electrical systems uch as LC-networks [6] and electromechanical systems [24]. 
Investigation of the reduction possibilities of implicit generalized Hamiltonian sys- 
tems was started in [23], where it was shown that an implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
system admitting a symmetry Liegroup can be reduced to a lower dimensional im- 
plicit generalized Hamiltonian system by factoring out this group. In this paper we 
continue up on these results. We shall prove that an implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
system having a conserved quantity (called first integral) can be reduced to a sys- 
tem on a level set of this conserved quantity. The important observation is that this 
system is again an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system. Furthermore we define 
horizontal symmetries for these systems, and we show that these symmetries give 
rise to conserved quantities, thereby adding the "second step" of the reduction the- 
ory. Finally, we show that starting with (horizontal) symmetries and corresponding 
conserved quantities, it does not make a difference if one starts reducing the system 
by restriction to the level set of the conserved quantifies and then factoring out the 
(residual) symmetry group, or first factoring out the symmetry group and then re- 
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stricting to the level set of the remaining conserved quantities (which will now be 
Casimir functions). This result is a generalization of the reduction theory described 
for instance in [13, 19], thereby regaining the full classical reduction picture in the 
setting of implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an introduction to 
Dirac structures and implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. We introduce some 
basic notions and results and give some examples, including the description of con- 
strained mechanical systems. In Section 3 the notion of a symmetry of an implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system is investigated. We recall some important results 
obtained in [23] and derive some new ones. Furthermore, the notions of first in- 
tegral (or conserved quantity) and Casimir function, which are important for the 
reduction process described in Sections 4 and 5, are introduced. In Section 4 the 
basic results on reduction of Dirac structures and implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
systems, consisting of reducing the system to a level set of a first integral or factor- 
ing out a symmetry Lie group (recalling the result in [23] and giving an extended 
proof), are derived. These results are combined in Section 5 to derive our main 
result on reduction of implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems, admitting symme- 
tries with corresponding conserved quantities. We show that reducing the system 
by restriction to the level set of the conserved quantities and then factoring out 
the (residual) symmetry group, or first factoring out the symmetry group and then 
restricting to the level set of the remaining conserved quantities will result in the 
same (up to isomorphism) implicit generalized Hamiltonian system. This result will 
generalize the classical reduction theorems of explicit Hamiltonian systems described 
in [16, 1, 13, 15, 19]. Section 6 gives a proof of a result used in Section 5. In 
Section 7 the main reduction result of Section 5 is specialized to implicit gen- 
eralized Hamiltonian systems satisfying an additional regularity assumption on the 
constraints, which makes the system explicit in some sense. The reduction result 
in this case is compared with the result in the classical explicit case. Finally, in 
Section 8 the theory is connected to the theory of symmetries and reduction in 
constrained mechanical systems. We define the notion of a horizontal symmetry 
and we show that these symmetries give rise to first integrals. This will lead to 
the same conclusion as in [22]. 
We refer to [5] for some more details. Some of the results described here have 
already appeared in abridged form in [4]. 
2. Implicit generalized Hamiitonian systems 
In this section we will give an introduction to Dirac structures and implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian systems. For more information we refer to [26, 17, 23, 9, 
11]. Let X be an n-dimensional manifold with tangent bundle TX and cotangent 
bundle T*X. Define TX ~ T*X as the smooth vector bundle over 35 with fibre at 
each x ~ X given by TxX x T*X. Let X be a smooth vector field and a a smooth 
one-form on X, respectively. We say that the pair (X, ~) belongs to a subspace 
D C TX @ T*,¥, denoted (X,~) ~ D, if (X(x) ,~(x))  ~ D(x), Vx ~ ~'. In the 
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sequel we will not make a notational distinction between the tangent bundle TX 
and the ring of smooth sections of TX. The same holds for the cotangent bundle 
T*ry. That is, X ~ TrY will always denote a globally defined smooth vector field 
on rY, and 00 ~ T*rY will always denote a globally defined smooth one-form on rY. 
So D will denote a set of pairs (X, 00), with X a smooth vector field and 00 a 
smooth one-form on rY. 
Let D be a linear subspace of TrY 6)T*rY, that is, (X, 00), (Y, 13) ~ D implies 
hi(X, 00) nt-h2(Y,/~) E D for all hl,h2 E C°¢(rY). Define the linear subspace D 'as  
D ± = {(Y, fl) ~ TrY 6) T*rY I (or, Y) + (fl, X) = O, V (X, 00) c D}, 
where (.,-) denotes the natural pairing between a one-form and a vector field on X. 
DEFINITION 1 [11, 9, 10]. A generalized Dirac structure on X is a linear sub- 
space D C TX 6) T*X such that D = D ±. 
From the condition D = D ± it follows that D is constant dimensional, with 
d imD(x)  = n, Vx 6 ry, see also [11], i.e. D is a subbundle of TX 6) T*X. This 
has the following obvious but important consequence. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let D be a generalized Dirac structure. Then DX(x) = [D(x)] ±, 
Vx ~ X. Here [D(x)] ± means the pointwise perpendicular to D(x), i.e. 
[D(x)] ± = {(w, w*) E TxX x T*X I (v*, w) + (w*, v) = 0, V(v, v*) e D(x)}. 
Proof." It immediately follows that DZ(x) C [D(x)] ±. Both D±(x) and [D(x)] ± 
are linear (over I~) subspaces of TxX x Tx*X. Furthermore, since dim D(x) = n 
(= dim D±(x) since D = D ±) it follows that dim[D(x)]± = n. This implies that 
D±(x) = [D(x)] ±. [] 
Since D = D ± it immediately follows that for every pair (X, 00) ~ D 
(00, X) = 0. (1) 
A generalized Dirac structure is called closed, or just a Dirac structure, if the 
following condition holds. 
DEFINITION 2. A generalized Dirac structure D on an n-dimensional manifold X 
is called closed if 
(Lx1002, X3) d- (Lx2003, X1) n t- (Lxs001, X2) = 0, 
for all pairs (X1,001), (X2,002) and (X3,003) in D. 
Here Lx00 denotes the Lie derivative of a one-form 00 with respect to a vector 
field X. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 [9--11]. A generalized Dirac structure D on X is closed if and only 
if 
([X1, X2], ixld002 -- ±±2do01 + d(002, X1)) E D, V (X1,001), (X2,002) E D. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let co be a nondegenerate wo-form on X, then 
D = {(X,a) E TX ~ T*X Iot = ixco} 
is a generalized Dirac structure on X. D is closed if and only if dco= 0. This 
corresponds to a symplectic structure (X, co). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let J (x) : Tx*X ---+ TxX, x ~ X, be a skew-symmetric vector bundle 
map, then 
D=l (X ,  ot) ETX~T*X IX(x )=J (x )o t (x ) ,  VxEX} 
is a generalized Dirac structure on X. This corresponds to a Poisson structure 
(X, {., .}), where J (x) is the structure matrix of the Poisson bracket {., .}. D is 
closed if and only if the bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. 
Examples 1 and 2 show that the notion of a (generalized) Dirac structure is a 
generalization of the classical symplectic and Poisson structures. 
Corresponding to a generalized Dirac structure D on 2' we define the following 
(co-)distributions 
G0={X~TXI (X ,  0 )~D},  
G1 = {X E TX I q ot ~ T*X such that (X, or) ~ D}, 
P0----{a ~ T*XI  (0, tr) ~ D}, 
Pl = {Or E T*,¥ I 3 X E TX  such that (X, a)  ~ D}. 
Define the annihilator of a smooth distribution L C TX as the smooth codistri- 
bution 
annL={a~T*X l (o t ,  X )=0,  YXeL},  
and the kernel of a smooth codistribution K C T*X as the smooth distribution 
kerK = {X ~ TX I (u,X) =0,  Ya  ~ K}. 
Note that the annihilator and the kernel are defined in terms of their smooth 
sections. That is, the annihilator ann L consists of all globally defined smooth 
one-forms o~ satisfying (or, X) = 0 for all globally defined smooth vector fields 
X ~ L, and analogously for the kernel. It follows that by definition Go = ker P l 
and P0 = ann G1. Furthermore, we have that Pl C ann Go and G1 C kerP0, with 
equality if and only if Pl, respectively G1, is constant dimensional [10]. From The- 
orem 2 it follows that Go, G1 and Pl are involutive if D is closed (if G1 is constant 
dimensional it follows that also Po is involutive). 
We have the following two important representations of a generalized Dirac 
structure. 
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THEOREM 3 [10]. Let D be a generalized Dirac structure on a manifold X. 
(a) I f  G1 is constant dimensional, then there exists a skew-symmetric l near map 
to(x) : Gl(X) C TxX ---> (Gl(X))* C Tx*X, x ~ X, with kernel Go, such that 
D = {(X, (a) e TX ~ T*X I or(x) - to(x)X(x) e ann Gl(x), Yx ~ A', X e G1}. 
(2) 
(b) I f  Pl is constant dimensional, then there exists a skew-symmetric l near map 
J (x) : Pl(x) C Tx*X --> (Pl(X))* C TxX, x ~ X, with kernel P0, such that 
D = {(X, cr) E TX ~ T*X I X(x)  - J (x)a(x)  E ker Pl(X), Yx E X, ot E P1}. 
(3) 
Conversely, if D is defined as in (2) for some skew-symmetric linear map to(x) : 
TxX -* T~*X, x ~ X, and constant dimensional distribution G1 C TX, respectively 
if D is defined as in (3) for some skew-symmetric linear map J(x) : T~*X --~ 
TxX, x ~ X, and constant dimensional codistribution Pl C T 'X ,  then D is a 
generalized Dirac structure on X. 
Note that if G1 = TX and Go = 0, then we are in the situation of Example 1, 
whereas if P~ = T 'X ,  then we are in the situation of Example 2. 
The set of admissible functions corresponding to a generalized Dirac structure 
D is defined as 
-40 = {H ~ C°°(X) I dH ~ P1}. 
There is a well-defined generalized Poisson bracket on .40 given by [10] 
{HI, 1-12}0 = (dill, X2) = - (dH2,  X1), 
where HI, H2 ~ -4D, i.e. (X1, dil l) ,  (X2, dH2) ~ D. In [10] it is shown that if D 
is closed, then {., "}o becomes a true Poisson bracket and turns Ao into a Lie 
algebra. 
Now we will define the notion of an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system. 
DEFINrrION 3 [10]. Let D be a (generalized) Dirac structure on a manifold 
X. Let H ~ C~(X)  be a smooth function on A:, called the Hamiltonian or en- 
ergy function. Then the implicit (generalized) Hamiltonian system corresponding to 
(X, D, H) is defined by the specification 
(:c, dH(x) )  E D(x), x E X. 
Usually we will denote the implicit (generalized) Hamiltonian system by the 
triple (X, D, H). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the generalized Dirac structure given in Example 1, then 
the corresponding implicit generalized Hamiltonian system is precisely the classical 
Hamiltonian system defined by the two-form to 
dH = W(XH, .), (4) 
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where Xn is the vector field corresponding to the solution x(t), i.e. k = Xn(x). 
D is closed if and only if there exist local coordinates (q, p) for x for which the 
system (4) for an arbitrary Hamiltonian H takes the form 
OH OH 
-- -~p (q' P)' P - Oq (q' p)' 
which are just the classical canonical Hamiltonian equations. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the generalized Dirac structure given in Example 2, then 
the corresponding implicit generalized Hamiltonian system is given by 
= J(x)O-~n(x). (5) 
OX 
This is precisely the classical Hamiltonian dynamics given by the Poisson bracket, 
i.e. k = {x, H}. Again, D is closed if and only if there exist local coordinates 
(q, p, r) for x for which (5) for an arbitrary Hamiltonian H takes the form 
OH OH 
O=-~p(q,p , r ) ,  p=-o -~(q ,p , r ) ,  ~=0.  (6) 
Let us reflect on Definition 3 a bit more. First we will define the concept of a 
solution of the implicit (generalized) Hamiltonian system (,¥, D, H). 
DEFINITION 4. A solution of the implicit (generalized) Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H) is defined as a smooth time function x : I C 1R --. X such that 
(XH, dH)(x(t)) E D(x(t)), Yt E I, 
where Xn(x(t)) = Jc(t), Vt ~ I, and where I is the interval of existence of x(t), 
i.e. the domain of x. 
It follows from (1) that we have the usual invariance of the Harniltonian, or 
conservation of energy, along solutions 
dH 
(x(t)) = {dH(x(t)), Xl~(X(t))) = O, Vt E I. 
dt 
In general, the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (A', D, H) defines a 
mixed set of differential and algebraic equations (DAE's). Take for instance the 
Dirac structure given in (3). The corresponding implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
system (X, D, H), for any H ~ C°°(X), is given by 
= J(x)°-fi-n(x) + g(x)~, (7) 
OX 
r OH 
O=g (X)Tx(X), (8/ 
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where g(x) is any fu l l rank matrix such that Im g(x)= G0(x) = kerPl(x). Eqs. 
(7), (8) define a set of DAE's, where the algebraic equations are given by (8). The 
variables ~. can be seen as Lagrange multipliers, required to keep the constraint 
equations (8) to be satisfied for all time. 
In general, define the constraint manifold (corresponding to an implicit general- 
ized Hamiltonian system (A', D, H)) 
x~ = {x E x I dH(x) E PI(X)}. 
Then it follows that every solution x(t) of (X, D, H)necessari ly is contained in Xc. 
Notice that not through every point of Xc there has to go a solution of (,V, D, H). 
Also notice that in general the solutions of (X, D, H) are not unique. This happens 
for instance if the Lagrange multipliers ~. in (7), (8) are not uniquely determined. 
If ~. is uniquely determined, then the solutions of (X, D, H) are unique. This 
is the case when the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) satisfies 
Assumption 4 (see further). In that case there goes through every point xc E X~ a 
unique solution x(t) of (X, D, H), see Proposition 5. 
An implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) can be reduced to an 
explicit generalized Hamiltonian system on Xc provided the following assumption is
satisfied. Systems satisfying this assumption are called implicit generalized Hamil- 
tonian systems with index 1. 
ASSUMPTION 4. Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H), with D a generalized Dirac structure on X. Assume that Pl is con- 
stant dimensional, so that D can be represented as in Theorem 3(b). Let G0(x)= 
Im g(x) = span {g l (X)  . . . . .  gin(X)}, with gl . . . . .  gm linearly independent vector fields 
on X (note that Go = ker Pl is constant dimensional because Pl is constant dimen- 
sional). Assume that the m xm matrix [LgiLgjH(x)]i,j=l,..., m is invertible for all 
X EXc. 
PROPOSITION 5 [23]. Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H) and let Assumption 4 be satisfied. Then (X, D, H) reduces to an explicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system on Xc, denoted by (A'c, Dc, Hc), given by 
xc = Jc(xc) ~ (xc) =: XHc (Xc), (9) 
OXc 
where xc E Xc, Jc(xc) : T~ X¢ ~ TxcXc is a skew-symmetric vector bundle map, and 
Hc : Xc -~ I~ denotes the restriction of H to Xc. 
We refer to [23] for the actual construction of the vector bundle map J¢. Ac- 
tually, it can be shown that (Xc, D~, H~) equals the reduction of the implicit gen- 
eralized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) to the submanifold Xc C X, as described 
in Section 4.2 (see also Remark 5). Proposition 5 becomes very transparent if we 
consider an implicit Hamiltonian system (X, D, H), i.e. with a generalized Dirac 
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structure D which is closed. Then around every point x e ,¥ there exist local 
coordinates (q, p, r, s) for which the system (,.'c', D, H) takes the form 
= ~(q ,  p,r,s), 
p= (q, p,r,s), 
1:=0, 
O= ~s (q, p,r,s), 
see [10]. Assuming that the system (2', D, H) satisfies Assumption 4 is equiva- 
lent in this case to assuming that the matrix 0.~n(q, p, r, s) is nonsingular. Hence 
by the implicit  function theorem we can locally express s in the coordinates 
q, p, r, that is, s = s(q, p, r). Defining the constrained Hamiltonian Hc(q, p, r) = 
H(q, p, r, s(q, p, r)), the implicit Hamiltonian system (2', D, H) becomes the ex- 
plicit Hamiltonian system 
aHc 
q= --~-p (q, p,r), 
ant 
p = - -~ (q, p, r), aq 
i'=O. 
As a final example we will describe constrained mechanical systems in this 
setting. 
EXAMPLE 5 [23]. Consider a mechanical system with configuration manifold Q. 
The phase (or state) space T*Q is endowed with the canonical symplectic form co. 
Describe the linear nonholonomic onstraints by a set {ot] . . . . .  otk} of independent 
one-forms on Q, and (vertically) lift these constraints to constraints on T'Q, defin- 
ing the codistribution P0 = ann G1 = span{~*Otl . . . . .  :rr*o~k], where zr : T*Q ~ Q 
is the natural projection. Then D defined as in (2) defines a generalized Dirac 
structure on T*Q. Let there be given a Hamiltonian function H : T*Q ~ 
representing the total energy (= kinetic plus potential energy) in the system. Then 
(T* Q, D, H) describes a nonholonomically constrained mechanical system, as inves- 
tigated for instance in [3]. If one takes local canonical coordinates (q, p) for T*Q 
and expresses the one-forms a ] , . . . ,  Otk locally by the rows of the matrix At(q), 
one gets the system 
p) 1 o p o 
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[°] 0 _- 0 ]  
where ~. are the Lagrange multipliers representing the constraint forces. In [10] it 
is shown that D is closed if and only if the constraints are holonomic. Further- 
more, if the kinetic energy is defined by a positive definite metric on Q it can 
be shown that the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (T 'Q,  D, H) satisfies 
Assumption 4 [23]. 
3. Symmetries and first integrals 
In this section we investigate the notion of symmetry for implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian systems. We will recall some important results obtained in [23] and 
derive some new results. First, we recall some mathematical notation that we will 
use extensively. This can be found e.g. in Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu [2], Chap- 
ters 4 and 6. In the following all manifolds, maps, vector fields and k-forms are 
assumed to be smooth. Consider two manifolds M and N and a diffeomorphism 
~b : M -+ N. The push-forward, denoted by ~b,, maps a vector field X on M to a 
vector field X = ~b,X = T~ o X o ~-1 on N, where T~b denotes the tangent of the 
map ~. Instead we define two vector fields X on M and X on N to be ~b-related, 
denoted by X ~ X, if T~b o X = X o~ (~b not necessarily a diffeomorphism). Recall 
that if X -~  X and Y ~ ~', then [X, Y] "-,# [X, ~']. Let /~ be a k-form on N. The 
pull-back, denoted by qb*, maps the k-form fl to a k-form ot = ~*/~ = T*~bo/~o~b on 
M. In local coordinates this reads (~*/~)x(Vl . . . .  , Ok) = f l t~(x) (Tx~.  1)1 . . . . .  Txdl) • Ok), 
where vl, . . . ,  Vk ~ TxM.  For the special case of a 0-form on N, i.e. a function 
F :N- - *  ~ the pull-back is defined as ~b*F = F o ~b, which is a function on M. 
Now we will turn our attention to symmetries and first integrals of implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian systems. The notion of symmetry of a generalized Dirac 
structure was defined in [11]. 
DEFINITION 5. A vector field f E TA" is an (infinitesimal) symmetry of a gener- 
alized Dirac structure D on ,~ if (LsX, Lsot ) E D for all (X, a )~ D. 
Analogously, a diffeomorphism ~b : A~ --, ,~ is called a symmetry of D if 
(~,X ,  (~*)-1o/)  E O (10) 
for all (X, c~) ~ D [23]. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the generalized Dirac structure given in Example 1. Then 
f ~ TX  is a symmetry of D if and only if L fro = O. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the generalized Dirac structure given in Example 2. Then 
f ~ T2' is a symmetry of D if and only if f is canonical with respect to the 
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Poisson bracket {., .}, i.e. 
Lf{H~, /-/2} = {Lf HI, /-/2}.+ {/-/i, Lf H2}, 
for all /-/1, H2 ~ Cc~(X). 
EXAMPLE 8 [23]. Consider the generalized Dirac structure given in Example 5. 
Let f be a vector field on T*Q satisfying Lfto----0 and LfPO C PO, then f is a 
symmetry of D. 
The following proposition immediately follows from the definition. 
PROPOSITION 6 [23]. Let f be a symmetry of a generalized Dirac structure D, 
then LfGi C Gi, LfPi C Pi, i = O, 1. 
The next proposition gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a vector field 
f to be a symmetry of a generalized Dirac structure D. 
PROPOSITION 7. If the vector field f is a symmetry of a generalized Dirac 
structureD, then 
• f is canonical with respect to {., "}D, i.e. 
Lf{HI, H2}D = {LfHI, H2}D q- {HI, LfH2}D, VHI,/'/2 ~ .AD, 
• LfGi CGi, LfPi C Pi, i=0,1.  
If Pl is constant dimensional and involutive then the converse is also true. 
Proof." Take arbitrary (Xi, dHi) ~ D, i = I, 2. Because f is a symmetry also 
(LfXi, LfdHi) = (LfXi, dLfHi) ~ D, i = 1, 2. Now, 
Lf{H1, /-/2}o = Lf(dH1, X2) = (LfdH1, X2) + (dill, Lf X2) 
= {L/H,, H2}o + {HI, L/H2}D. 
Now, suppose Pl is constant dimensional and involutive. Then ([18], p. 66) 
P, = span{d/I/}, flie CC~(X). First we prove that 
if (X, dH) ~ D, then (L/X, L/dH) e D, VH e .AD. (I I) 
Take arbitrary Hi,//2 ~ Ao,' i.e. (Xi, dHi) e D, i = I, 2. Since 
Lf{HI, H2}D --- Lf(dHI, X2) ---- (dLf HI, X2) -b (dill, Lf X2) 
= {LfHI, H2}D + (dill, LfX2) 
and 
[Lf HI, H2}D -F {HI, Lf H2}D = {Lf HI, H2}D -F (dill, XLf[-12) 
(because LfPl C Pl we have LfdH2 = dLfH2 E Pl, i.e., (XL/H2, dLfH2) E D)it 
follows from f being canonical that (dill, XL:H2 --LfX2) = 0, for arbitrary dill 
Pl. Because Pl is spanned by exact one-forms it follows that XL:n 2 = LfX2 + Z 
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with Z E kerPl = Go. Now (X£/H2, LfdH2) = (Lf X2+ Z, LfdH2) ~ D and Z E Go, 
i.e. (Z, 0) e D, imply (LfX2, LfdH2) ~ D. Since //2 was arbitrary we have proved 
(11). Now, because Pl is spanned by exact one-forms from (11) it follows easily 
that (X, or) ~ D implies (LfX, Lfa) ~ D and so f is a symmetry of D. [] 
Another version of Proposition 7 is the following. Define {or1, or2} = (al, X2) = 
-(~2, X1) for or1, a2 ~ Pl, i.e. (Xi,ol i )  E D, i -~- 1, 2. Then we have the following 
result 
PROPOSITION 8. f is a symmetry of D if and only i f  
• f is canonical with respect to {., .}, i.e. 
Lf{Otl, or2} = {LfOll, 0/2} -~- {Otl, Lfot2}, VOtl, ~2 E Pl; 
• LfGi C Gi, LfPi C Pi, i=  0, 1 
Proof." Analogously to the proof of Proposition 7. [] 
The  following proposition says that the set o f  symmetries of D forms a Lie 
algebra. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let fl and f2 both be symm~tries of a generalized Dirac struc- 
ture D. Then the Lie bracket [fr, f2] is also a symmetry o lD.  
Proof: We have 
L[fl,f2]X = [[fl, f2], X] = [[fl, X], f2] - [[f2, X], fl] = Lf iL f2X - Lf2LflX, 
and L[fl,f2]ot = Lf~Lf2ot-Lf2LAot, see [2], and the result immediately follows from 
Definition 5. [] 
Now we will turn to the notion of symmetries, and correspondingly first inte- 
grals, of implicit (generalized) Hamiltonian systems, 
DEFINITION 6, Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H), 
with D a generalized Dirac structure on X. We call a nontrivial function P 
C°°(X) a first integral for (X, D, H) if 
dP 
- - (x ( t ) )  = (dP(x(t)), XH(x(t))) = 0, Vt ~ I, (12) 
dt 
for all solutions x(t) of (X, D, H), i.e. with XH(X(t))= 5c(t). 
REMARK 1. Condition (12)can be difficult to check in practice. A sufficient 
condition for (12) to hold is that 
(dP(x), XH(X) + Go(x))'= 0,  Vx ¢ R'c, 
where Xn(x) is arbitrary such that (Xt/(x), dH(x)) E D(x), for every x ~ X¢. 
We recall the following two results. 
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PROPOSITION 10 [23, 11, 9]. Let D be  a closed Dirac structure on X and let 
f ~ TX  for which there exists an F ~ Coo(X) such that (f, dF) ~ D. Then f is 
a symmetry of D. 
PROPOSITION 11 [23]. Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H). Let f E TX  for which there exists an F E C°°(X) such that 
( f (x) ,  dF(x)) ~ D(x), Yx ~ Xc, Furthermore, let f be a symmetry of H on ,Xc, 
i.e. LfH(x) = O, VX E ~'c. Then L xnF = 0 on Xc, that is, F is a first integral. 
The following proposition says that if the generalized Dirac structure D is closed, 
then the subset of first integrals in Ao forms a Lie algebra under the Poisson 
bracket {.,-}o. 
PROPOSITION 12. Consider the implicit Hamiltonian system (X, D, H), i.e. with 
closed Dirac structure D. Let P1, P2 ~ C°°(X) be two first integrals such that 
P1, P2 ~ ,40. Then {P1, P2}D is also a first integral (with {PI~ P2}D E ~Z~D). 
Proof." 1'1, P2 ~ AD, so there exist vector fields Xt,i, Xe2 such that (XI,~, dP1), 
(Xp2,dP2) ~ D. Because D is closed, it follows from Theorem 2 that 
([Xp l, Xp2], d{P1, P2]o) E D. Now 
(d{P1, P2}D(x(t)), Xn(x(t))) = - (dH(x(t ) ) ,  [Xp~, Xe2](x(t))  
= -LXel (ixp2dH)(x(t)) + ixe2 (Lxet dH)(x(t)) 
=0,  
for all solutions x(t) of (A', D, H), where we used the fact that D = D -L and 
ixPkdH(x(t)) = (dH(x(t)), Xek(x(t))) = 0, k = 1, 2, because P1, P2 are first inte- 
grals. Thus, {P1, P2}D is also a first integral of (X, D, H). n 
DEFINITION 7. We will call a vector field f ~ T X a symmetry of the implicit gen- 
eralized Hamittonian system (X, D, H) if f is a symmetry of the generalized Dirac 
structure D (as in Definition 5) and f is a symmetry of H, i.e. L fH(x ( t ) )= 0 
for all solutions x(t) of (A', D, H), that is, f leaves H invariant (along solutions). 
Notice again that a sufficient condition for f to be a symmetry of H is that 
L fn (x )  = O, Vx E Xc. 
The following proposition gives conditions under which a first integral of an 
implicit Hamiltonian system (X, D, H), with closed Dirac structure D, gives rise 
to a symmetry of the system, see e,g. Proposition 6.31 in [19] for the case of 
explicit Hamiltonian systems. 
PROPOSITION 13. Consider the implicit Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) and assume 
that D is closed. Let P be a first integral such that P E Ao, i.e. there exists a 
vector field Xe such that (Xp, dP)  E D. Then Xe is a symmetry of (X, D, H). 
Furthermore, Xl, generates a one-parameter symmetry group of (X, D, H)~ i.e. the 
flow of Xp. 
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Proof." We have (Xp(x(t)), dP(x(t))), (XH(x(t)), dH(x(t))) E D for all solutions 
x(t) of (X, D, H). From D = D ± it follows that 
(dH(x(t)), Xp(x(t))) + (dP(x(t)), Xt~(x(t))) = O. (13) 
Now, because P is a first integral, from (12) it follows that LxeH(x(t))  = 
(dH(x(t)) ,Xe(x(t)))  = 0 for all solutions x(t) of (X, D, H) so Xt, is a sym- 
metry of H. Because (Xp, dP) ~ D it follows from Proposition 10 that Xp is a 
symmetry of D. Furthermore, from Remark 14 [23] it is evident hat the flow ~xe 
of Xp generates a one-parameter symmetry group of (X, D, H). [] 
A very special sub-class of first integrals is given by the so-called Casimir 
functions. 
DEFINITION 8. Consider a generalized Dirac structure D on X. A nontrivial func- 
tion C ~ C~(X)  is called a Casimir function if C is a first integral of (X, D, H), 
as in Definition 6, for every H ~Coo(X). 
PROPOSITION 14. Consider a generalized Dirac structure D on X and a function 
C E Ao, i.e. (Xc,dC)  ~ D. I f  Xc ~ Go, or equivalently dC ~ P0, then C is a 
Casimir function. I f  Pl is constant dimensional and involutive, the converse is also 
true. 
Proof." Take arbitrary H E Coo(X). Like in (13) it follows that 
(dH(x(t)), Xc(x(t))) + (dC(x(t)), XH(x(t))) = 0 (14) 
for all solutions x(t) of (X ,D ,H) .  Suppose Xc E Go = kerPl, then 
(dH(xit)), Xc(x(t))) = 0, and from (14) it follows that C is a first integral of 
(A', D, H). Conversely, suppose C is a Casimir function. Because Pl is constant 
dimensional and involutive, there exist local coordinates (y,s) = (Yl . . . . .  Y,-m, 
Sl . . . . .  Sin) for ,~ in which Pl : span{dyl . . . . .  dye-m}. C Casimir means that 
(dCixit)), Xuixit)))  = 0, for all solutions xit) of iX, D, H), for arbitrary H 
C°°(X). Take HiiY,  s) : Yi, i = 1 . . . . .  n -  m, then (Xc)U=yi = X because H i m 
Yi ~ AD, which implies that through each x e X there goes a solution x(t) of 
( X ,  D, Yi). It follows from (14) that (dyi, Xc)----0, i----1 . . . . .  n-m,  which implies 
that Xc ~ ker Pl = Go. [] 
Combining Propositions 11 and 13, we get the following Noetber type of corre- 
spondence between symmetries and first integrals. Note that D being closed implies 
that the codistribution Pl is involutive (since by Theorem 2 Go is involutive). 
PROPOSITION 15. Consider the implicit Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) and assume 
that D is closed. I f  P E .Ao is a first integral then the corresponding vector 
fieM Xp is a symmetry of (X, D, H). Conversely, if Xe E TX  is a symmetry of 
(X, D, H)  such that (X/,, dP) E D for some P E C°°(X), then P is a first integral. 
E Coo(X) is a second function such that (Xp, dP) E D only if P = P q- C for 
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some Casimir function C ~ ,40. If Pl is constant dimensional then the converse is 
also true. 
Proof." The first two statements are proved in Propositions 13 and 1 !, respec- 
tively. Now suppose (Xe, dP), (Xp, dP) ~ D, then it follows that (0, d(P -P ) )  ~ D 
or d(P -P )  ~ P0. Proposition 14 implies that P -P  = C is a Casimir function. Con- 
versely, suppose that F ' -P  = C ~ ,4o is a Casimir function, then (0, d( i ' -P ) )  ~ D. 
Because also (Xe, dP)~ D it follows that (Xe, dP) is also in D. [] 
REMARK 2. In this section we derived some results on symmetries and first 
integrals of Dirac structures and implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. For some 
converse results we assumed the constant dimensionality and involutivity of Pl. We 
want to remark that in the case of mechanical systems with kinematic onstraints, 
Example 5, the codistribution P l is always constant dimensional and involutive. 
4. Reduction 
In this section we derive some results on the reduction of generalized Dirac 
structures and correspondingly implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. 
4.1. Reduction of Dirac structures 
Investigating reduction of implicit Hamiltonian systems we begin by looking 
at reduction of Dirac structures. Consider a manifold R' and a generalized Dirac 
structure D on R'. Let ,~ be a submanifold of R', then D induces a generalized 
Dirac structure /) on ,~. This can be seen by the following. Assume that the 
distribution G1, corresponding to D, is constant dimensional, then by Theorem 3(a) 
there exists a skew-symmea'ic linear map co(x) : Gl(X) --+ Gl(x)* such that the 
generalized Dirac structure D can be written as 
D = {(X, ot) ~ TX ~ T*X l a(x) - to(x)X(x)  E ann Gl(x), Vx ~ X, X ~ G1}. (15) 
The reduced generalized Dirac structure i) on • is now defined by restricting 
the map w(x) to Gl(.D O T~,~, .~ ~ ,~, giving the map &(-D, i.e. 
D = {(X,&) E T2~)  T*,~ I t~(X) - &(~).~(~) E ann (GI(~) n T~2), 
,~(2) q Gl(~) n T~,~, V~ ~ 2}, (16) 
see also [9]. It follows from Theorem 3(a) (assuming that GI(:D n T~,~ is constant 
dimensional) that b is a generalized Dirac structure on ,~. We will show that b 
can also be written in terms of the inclusion map t : ,f' ---> Yd. 
PROPOSITION 16. Consider a manifoM X and a generalized Dirac structure D on 
X with G1 constant dimensional. Let X be a submanifold of X, and assume that 
GI(~)AT~,  £ ~ ,~, is constant dimensional (on ,~). Then D induces a generalized 
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Dirac structure D on 2 given by 
b = {(X, 6t) • T,~. @ T*2 I 3 X such that Y~ .~, X and 3 ot such that 
6t = t*ot with (X, or) ~ D}. (17) 
Furthermore, if D is closed then also D is closed. 
Proof." Denote b in (16) by D1 and b in (17) by D2. We prove that D_I = D2. 
/)2 C DI: Let (X, t~) • D2. There exists a vector field X • G1 such that X --~, X. 
This means that at points of 2, X is tangent o 2, so X(~) = X(~) • Gx(2)NT~2 
for all 2 • 2. Let t~ = t*t~ where or(x) -o~(x)X(x) • ann G_l(x), Yx • X, i.e. 
(_X, or) • D, then (t*o~)($) - t*(o~X)(2) • t*(ann G1)($), ¥2 ~ X, and so, because 
X ~ X, 
(~(X) -- (~)(2),~'(X) E t*(ann G1)(x), V2 • ,~'. 
Now, because t*(ann G1)(2) C ann (Gl(2) N T~2), ¥2 • 2, we get 
t~(2) - &(~)~7(2) • ann (Gl(X) N T~2), V2 • 2,  
which means that (X, t~) •/31. 
D1 C O2: Let (~7, t~) ~ b 1. Then X(2) •_G1(2) f3 T~2, ¥$ • 2. Because G1 
is a smooth subbundle of TX it follows that X can be extended to a vector field 
X • G1 such that ~7 ,~, X (one can use the smooth Tietze extension theorem ([2], 
Theorem 5.5.9), note that X is not unique). There exists an o~ such that (X, oe) • D, 
i.e. o r (x ) -  o~(x)X(x)• ann Gl(X), Vx • X. Then, by the above, 
(t*t~)(x) - &(2)X(2) • ann (Gl(2) fq T~2), ¥2 • 2, (18) 
and so, by (16) and (18), 
6t(2) - (t*a)(£c) • ann (G1(2) A T~2) C T*2, V2 • 2,  (19) 
(note that the annihilation should be taken with respect o T*P~). However, because 
2~ is a submanifold of X there exists (locally) a smooth function F : X --~ iR k, with 
k = codim 2, such that 2 = F-l(0),  i.e. a level set of F. Gl(2) N T~2 consists 
of all vector fields X(2) • Gl(2) which are tangent o 2,  so when we take the 
annihilator with respect o T 'X ,  
T~X D ann (G l (X)  fq T~2) = sPancoo(x){dF}(Y¢ ) + P0(x), V~: • 2. 
Considered as an element of T~*2, that is taking the annihilation with respect o 
T*2,  dF(2) will be zero, i.e. t*dF(2) = dt*F(Yc) = dO = 0, V2 • 2. Furthermore, 
the elements of P0 will restrict to elements of t*Po C T*2. Now (19) becomes 
~(2) - (t*ot)(2) • t*Po(2), v2 • 2 .  
This means that ~ = t*ot+t*Oto for some Oto • Po. Define fl = ot +t~o then t~ = t*fl 
and (X, fl) • D (because (X, o~) • D and (0, t~0) • D). Therefore (X, t~) • / )2 .  
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Now, assume that D is closed. Take arbitrary (Xk, &k) ~ D, k = 1, 2, 3, then 
Xk ~, Xk and 6tk = t*0/k, with (X~, o/k) ~ D for some Xk and 0/~, k = 1, 2, 3. Then, 
(L2tt~2, 23) -4- (L22t~3, X1} n t- (L23~l, X2) 
----- (t*Lx,0/2, X3} -'1- (t*Lx20/3, 21) + (t*Lx30/1, 22) 
= (Lx~0/2, X3) + (Lx20/3, Xl) -4- (Lx30/1, X2) = 0, 
because D is closed. This shows that also /3 is closed. [] 
There is also a direct proof of Proposition 16, without having to involve (15), 
(16). Let A? be a smooth submanifold of 2" and assume that 2" is closed in 2". 
Define /) as in (17). Because D is a linear space, that is (Xi,0/i) E D, i = 1,2, 
implies (Xl, 0/1) "4- (X2, o/2) = (X1 -4- X2, 0/1 --}- 0~2) E D and h(Xl,  0/1) = (hXl, h0/1) E 
D, 'Oh ~ C°°(2"), it  easily follows that this also holds for /3. Thus, for every point 
~ 2", D(2) is a linear subspace of Ti,~ x T*,~. We make the assumption that 
dim(D(~) n E,(J)) = d, ¥2 ~ A~, for some integer d (i.e. constant), where Es is 
defined as the smooth bundle 
Es ----- {(X, 0/) ~ TX ~ T*X [ 2 --q X for some 2 ~ TA?}, (20) 
(the subscript s stands for submanifold). This assumption equals the condition in 
[9]. Courant [9] calls ,~ under this assumption a clean submanifold of X. 
PROPOSITION 17. Assume that D(2) n E~(2), 2 ~ ,~, is constant dimensional on 
,~. Then D defined in (17) is a generalized Dirac structure on ,~. 
Proof: We prove that b = b ±. The first inclusion, i.e. b C b ±, is easy. We 
prove the second inclusion, i.e. b ± C D. Take an arbitrary pair (f',/~) ~ b -L, that 
is 
(t',/~) ~ T,~ ~ T*,~ such that (~, X) + (~, I') = 0, ¥(2,  t~) ~ D. 
There exist Y ~ T2" such that ?" ,-., Y and /~ ~ T*2" such that fl = t*/~ (because 
t* is  surjective). Notice that this only defines Y and fl at points ~ ~ ,~ C 2". Now, 
0 = (~, X) + (t~, I') = (t*fl, X) + (t*ot, t') = ((/~, X) + (0/, Y)) o t, 
which means that (fl, X)(2)+(0/ ,Y)(2)  = 0, for all 2 ~ X C X and all pairs 
(X, 0/) ~ D for which X "~L X for some 2 ~ T,~. Therefore, 
(Y, fl)(£) ~ [(D n Es)(2)] ± = [D(£) n Es(~)] ± 
= D(2) + [E~(£)] ± = D(2) + (0, ann T~,~) (21) 
for all 2 ~ ,~ C X, with Es defined as in (20) (and where we used the assumption 
on constant dimensionality at the first equality, see e.g. [12]). 
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Consider J~s = {(0, y) ~ TX ~ T*X I t*y = 0}, then Es is a smooth bundle. 
Indeed, Es(x), x ¢ X, can locally (that is, in some neighbourhood U C A" of x, 
U N A? = 13) be written as 
F.s(x ) = spancoo(x){(0, dx l ) . . . . .  (0, dxn) }, 
where Xl . . . . .  xn are local coordinates for A" around x. Consider a point £ 
,~. Because ,~ is a submanifold of A', there exist local coordinates xl . . . . .  Xm, 
Xm+l . . . . .  Xn for X in some neighbourhood U of $ such that xl . . . . .  Xm are local 
coordinates for X. Then Es(x) can be written as 
Es(x) = spancoo(x){fl (X)(O, dxl) . . . . .  fm(x)(O, dxm), (0, dXm+l) . . . . .  (0, dxn)}, 
for all x ~ U, with f l  . . . . .  fm E Coo(U) such that ~(x)  = 0 ¢~ x ~ ,t?. 
Notice that Es(:~)= (0, ann T~X) for all $ ~ ,~. Then (21) becomes 
(Y,/~)(~) E D(£) + Es(£), (22) 
for all ~ e ,~ C X. Because D is also a smooth bundle (by definition), around 
every point x ~ X there exists a local basis (Xi, o~i) ~ D, i = 1 . . . . .  n--where Xi 
and oti are locally (that is, around x) smooth vector fields, respectively one-forms-- 
such that locally D = spancoo(x){(Xi,oti)}. From (22) it follows that we can write 
n n 
(Y, ~)(Yc) = ~.hi(Yc)(Xi, oti)(Yc) + ~ gj(Yc)(O, dxj) (23) 
i=1 j=m+l  
for some functions hi,gj E C°°(U),i = 1 . . . . .  n, j  = m + 1 . . . . .  n, U C X a 
neighbourhood of ~. Define 
y (YC) = E gj (Yc)dxj, 
j=m+l  
then from (23) (Y, fl - y)(~) ~ D(~), ¥~ ~ 27 C X. Because of (23) (Y,/~ - y) can 
be locally, that is in some neighbourhood U C A" of every ~, extended to a smooth 
pair (Ye, t~e) defined on U such that Ye(YC) = Y(Yc), #e(Yc) = f l (£ ) -  y(£), ¥~ 
U f3 X, and (lee, 3e)(X)~ D(x), Yx ~ U. Indeed, take 
n 
(Ye, 13e)(x) = ~ hi(x)(Xi, ~i)(x), 
i=1 
xEU.  
Then, by the smooth Tietze extension theorem ([2], Theorem 5.5.9), (Y, f l -  y) 
can be globally extended to a pair 
(Y', t3') ~ D (24) 
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such that Y ' (~)= Y(:~), ~ ' ( J )=  1~(~)- y($), ¥$ ~ ,~ C A'. It follows that 
Y' '~i ~" (25) 
and 
t*/~' = t*(/~ - y )  = t*/~ - 0 =/~,  (26)  
where we used that t*p' only depends on the definition of ~' in the points $ ~ ,,~ C 
X. Now Eqs. (24-26) imply that (~',/~) ~ D. So we have proved that b -L C/~. So 
b = b -a-, Smoothness of the pairs (X, fi) ~ b comes from smoothness of D, and 
thus b is a generalized Dirac structure on ,~. [] 
REMARK 3. With respect o the comparison of Propositions 16 and 17 we remark 
that (i) G1 and GI(:~)f3 Ti,~, ~ ~ X, constant dimensional imply D(£)f3 Es(~), ~ 
,~, constant dimensional, and (ii) G1 and D(Yc)NEs(Yc), ~ ~ X, constant dimensional 
imply GI(£) N Ti,~, ~ ~ ,~, constant dimensional. 
Consider a manifold A" and a generalized Dirac structure D on X. Consider a 
symmetry Lie group G of D, that is, every g ~ G induces an action ~bg : 2' ---> X 
on X, which is a diffeomorphism, and ~bg is a symmetry of the generalized Dirac 
structure D. Equivalently, let ~ be the Lie algebra corresponding to G, then for 
every ~ e G the infinitesimal generator ~x is an (infinitesimal) symmetry of D as 
in Definition 5. Then the generalized Dirac structure D on X induces a generalized 
Dirac structure b on the quotient space ,~ = X/G of G-orbits on X. Throughout 
we assume that A~ = X/G has a manifold structure. The usual assumption made 
is that G acts freely and properly on k', see [1]. Furthermore, in Proposition 
18 we need the following assumptions. Let V denote the distribution spanned by 
the infinitesimal generators of G.  Assume that V + Go is constant dimensional. 
Furthermore, define the smooth bundle 
Eq = {(X, ct) ~ T;( @ T*X Iot = rr*~ for some (~ q T*,-~}, (27) 
(the subscript q stands for quotient manifold). We assume that D f3 Eq is constant 
dimensional (on k'). The next proposition was given in [23], an extended proof is 
given here. 
PROPOSITION 18 [23]. Consider a manifold X and a generalized Dirac structure 
D on X. Let G be a symmetry Lie group of D and assume that V+Go and 
D fq Eq are constant dimensional. Then D induces a generalized Dirac structure D 
on ,~ = X / G given by 
b = {(~7, &) ~ T?( (B T*A~ I 3 Xsuch that X "~,~ X and (X, a) ~ D 
where ot = zr*&}. 
Here, ~r : X ---> X = X / G is the projection map. Furthermore, if D is closed then 
also b is closed. 
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Proof." We show that /) is a generalized Dirac structure. The first inclusion 
/) C / )± is easy. We prove the second inclusion, b ± C D. Take an arbitrary pair 
(~', 3) ~ b ±, that is 
(~', fl) ~ T2  ¢ r *2  such that (/~, X) + (~, ~') = 0, ¥(.~, (~) E D. (28) 
Let Y e TX be such that Y ",r ~" and define fl = ~r*fl, then (28) becomes 
o = + o Jr = x)  + (oe, Y), (29) 
for all (X, a) ~ D for which X -.~ X and tr = Jr*& for some X ~ T,~', ~ q T*,~. 
Now consider an arbitrary (X, a) ¢ D with a = ~*~ for some & ¢ T*?~. Since G is 
a symmetry group, (L¢~X, Lcxzc*&) ~ D for all infinitesimal generators Cx, ~ ¢ G. 
Since L,~r*& = 0, this yields 
L¢,~XeGo, V~x, ~e~.  (30) 
Furthermore, by Proposition 6, L#~Go C Go. Take an arbitrary v = Y~i hi(~i)x E V, 
where {~i}i is a basis of G and hi E C°°(X),  then by (30) 
[X, 1)] = ~ hi[X, (~i )x]  + ~-~ Lxhi (~i)x E Go + V, 
i i 
so [X, V] C V + Go. Analogously, it follows that [Go, V] C V + Go. Now, since 
V + Go, is constant dimensional we have the following properties (see [12, 18] for 
the analogue in controlled invariant distributions) 
(a) there exist Z1 . . . . .  Zk which span Go such that  [Zi, V] C V, which implies 
that Zi ~r  Zi for some Zi e TA~, i = 1, . . . .  k, 
(b) there exists a Z ~ Go such that [X+Z, V] C V, which implies that X+Z "~r 
for some X ~ T,~. 
Take an arbitrary Z e Go such that Z "~r Z for some Z ~ TA~, then by (29) 
it follows that (Tr*/~, Z) = 0. Therefore (zr*/~, Zi) = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  k, and since 
Z 1 . . . . .  Z k span Go, 
(zr*/~, Go) = 0. (31) 
Now take any pair (X, or) E D for which there exists an & E T*~ such that 
a = zr*t~. Then by (b) there exists a Z ~ Go (so (X+Z,a)  ~ D) such that 
X + Z "~r X for some X ~ T~,  and so by (29) (fl, X + Z) + (tr, Y) = 0, Which by 
(31) and the fact that fl = zr*/~ implies 
(fl, X) + (o~, Y) = O. (32) 
Thus we have shown that (29), or (32), holds for all (X, or) ~ D such that ot = xr*& 
for some & ~ T*,~. Hence 
_1_ (Y, fl) ~ (D n Eq) ± = D + Eq , (33) 
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where we used the constant dimensionality o f  D M Eq. We claim that 
.1_ Eq = {(X, O) E TX (9 r *x  I As "--~r 0}. (34) 
Indeed, the inclusion D is obviou s, while for the reverse inclusion note that if 
(X, 6) is such that (6, X) + (or, X) = 0, for all (x, or) ~ Eq, then (taking X = 0) 
(or, X) = 0 for all ot = zr*~, t~ ~ T'X, and thus X "-~ 0. Hence 0 = (6, X) + 
(a,)f) = (6, X), for all X ~ TX, implying that 6= 0. This proves the claim. 
By Eqs. (33), (34) there exists a vector field ~" ~ TX, with ~" "~r 0, such that 
(V + ~', 15) ~ D. Since V + ~" ~r  ~" this implies that (~',/~) q 3. This shows that 
b ± C /), So D = b ±, which means that D is a generalized Dirac structure on 
X. For the proof that the closedness of D implies the closedness of /) we refer 
to [23]. [] 
REMARK 4. Take H1, f/2 ~ ,Ab, i.e. (X1, d[-I1), (X2, d[-I2) ~ D. Then (X1, dill), 
(X2, dH2) ~ D for Xj "~ .~j and Hj = f-/j o~r, j = 1,2. So the bracket of 
admissible functions becomes 
^ ^ ^ 
{~/1, H2}b(:~) = (dH2, X1)(x) = (dH2, Xl)(X) = {H1, H2}D(X), 
where zr(x)= ~. Equivalently 
(35) 
4.2. Reduction of implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems 
In this section we will investigate the reduction possibilities of implicit gener- 
alized Hamiltonian systems. We begin by stating the analogies of Propositions 17 
and 18. 
Consider an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H). Let P ~ C°°(X) 
be a first integral of (X, D, H) as in Definition 6, and consider the level set 
= {x ~ X I P(x) = a} for some a ~ R such that A~ fq Xc is nonempty. Then 
every solution of (X, D, H) starting in A) will remain in 2~. We can describe these 
solutions by using the induced Dirac structure on X. 
PROPOSITION 19. Consider the assumptions described above. Let D(YO M Es(Yc), 
Yc E X', be constant dimensional on X', where Es is defined in (20). Then every 
solution of (X. D, H) lying in ~: is a solution o f  the implicit generalized Hamilto- 
nian system (X, D, H), where D is the generalized Dirac structure induced by D, 
see Proposition 17, and Jr-/= t'H, i.e. the HamiltonMn H restricted to X. 
Proof." Let x(t) be a solution of the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H) contained in 2~, i.e. (Xn, dn)(x(t)) E D(x(t)), for all t ~ I, where 
Xn(x(t)) = Jc(t) and I C l~ is the interval of existence oLx(t).  Because P is a 
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first integral it follows that Xn(x(t))  is tangent o A? at all times t, see also (12). 
Define X k such that 
T~(t)t. X~(£(t)) = Xn(x(t)),  ¥t ~ I, (36) 
where t(~(t))_= x(t). Take arbitrary (~', fl) E /5. There exist (Y, fl) E D such that 
~" "-q Y and 13 = t*fl. Then 
((d~/, ~') + (~, Xk)) (~(t)) = ((~*dH, ~') + (**/1, X~)) (~(t)) 
= ((dH, Y) + (fl, XH)) (x(t)) = O, 
where in the last step we used that (Xn, dn)(x(t))  E D(x(t)) = D±(x(t)) = 
[D(x(t))] ±, Vt E I, by Proposition 1. This shows that 
(X[4, dH)(Yc(t)) E [b(x(t))] ± = ba(x(t))  = b($(t)),  Yt E I, 
which implies that ~(t) is a solution of (,~, 3,  H). (Note that by (36) x(t) = 
Xk(Yc(t)).) [] 
R~MaRK 5. This proposition can be easily extended to the case where we con- 
sider the level set A" = {x E X ] Pl(x) = al . . . . .  Pr(x) = ar, (al . . . . .  at) E IR r } 
of r independent first integrals /'1 . . . . .  Pr ~ C~(2") of (2', D, H). Furthermore, 
it is clear that Proposition 19 can also be extended to the case of an arbitrary 
submanifold ,~ of 2" left invariant by the Hamiltonian flow (i.e. Xn is tangent 
to 2). 
_ ~oposition 19 says that every solution of (2", D, H) lying in ?~ is a solution of 
(X, D, H). However, in general, (X, D, H) will generate more solutions, i.e. solu- 
tions that do not correspond to any solution of (2", D, H). This can be seen most 
easily in the classical ease of reduction of a Hamiltonian system on a sympleetie 
manifold N to a submanifold M of N. In general, the Hamiltonian system will 
reduce to a Hamiltonian system on a presymplectic submanifold M, meaning that 
the induced 2-form & has nontrivial kernel. Due to this nontriviality the reduced 
system will generate certain solutions not corresponding to solutions of the original 
system. 
An example where the above cannot happen is when we restrict a Hamiltonian 
system on a Poisson manifold to a level set of a Casimir function. Then the 
solutions of the restricted system will all correspond to solutions of the original 
system. More generally we can say the following. 
PROPOSITION 20. Consider an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (2", D, H). 
Let C E C°°(2") be a Casimir function of (2", D, H), as in Definition 8, and assume 
that dC E P0. Consider the level set :¢ = {x ~ 2" I C(x) = a} for some a ~ R such 
that ,~ N 2"c is nonempty. Then the 'solutions of (2", D, H) lying_ in ~: are exactly 
the solutions of the implicit generali~d Hamiltonian system (X, D, [-I), where D is 
the generalized Dime structure induced by D, see Proposition 17, and H = t'H, 
i.e. the Hamiltonian H restricted to ~. 
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Proof" First note that since dC ~ P0 = ann G1, D($) n Es(Yc) = D(~), :~ ~ ,~, is 
constant dimensional on ,~. See the proof of _Proposition 19 to conclude that every 
solution x(t) of (X, D, H) is a solution of (A~, D, H). 
Now, let ~(t) be a solution of (,~,/3,/-/), i.e. (X~,df-I)(Yc(t)) ~ b(~(t)), for 
all t ~ I, where X~(Yc(t))= x(t). Define 
XH(X(t)) = T~(t)t. Xgt(Yc(t)), Yt ~ I, (37) 
where x(t) = t(Yc(t)). Take arbitrary (Y,/~) e D. Because dC ~ P0 it follows that 
{dC, Y)(x) = O, '¢x ~ 2(. This means that Y is tangent o ,~. Define ~" ~ TA~ such 
that T~t. Y( fc)= Y(t(Y¢)), YYc E ,~, and ~ = t*fl. Then 
((dH, Y} + {/~, XH)) (x(t)) = ((t*dH, ~') + (t*/~, X~}) ($(t)) 
= ((d/if/, ~'} -4- (~, X~)) (.r(t)) = O, 
where in the last step we used that (XB, df-I)(Yc(t)) ~ b(~(t)) = D±(Yc(t)) = 
[/3($(t))] ±, Vt e I. This shows that 
(XH, dH)(x(t ) )  ~ [D(x(t))] ± = D±(x(t))  = D(x(t)), Vt ~ I. 
Since ~c(t)= XH(x(t))  by (37), this means that x(t) is a solution of (X, D, H). [] 
REMARK 6. Of course, this proposition can also be easily extended to the case of 
multiple independent Casimir functions, or to the case of an arbitrary submanifold 
X of A~ with the property that every Y e gl is tangent o • (see also Remark 5). 
A nice example of the reduction to submanifolds described above is given by 
the following. 
EXAMPLE 9. Consider an implicit Hamiltonian system (,¥, D, H) (i.e. with D 
being closed), and assume that G1 is constant dimensional. Then D can be written 
in the form (2). Since D is closed, gl is involutive, Theorem 2. Hence by_the 
Frobenius theorem around every point x e 2" there locally exists a submanifold 2" of 
X such that ,~ is an integral manifold of G1, i.e. TX = gl(x) (actually this defines 
a foliation of integral manifolds of G1). Since D($)tq Es(J) = D(~), $ e ,~, is 
constant dimensional on X we can use Proposition 20 (see also Remark 6) to reduce 
the system (X, D, H) to an imI~licit generalized Hamiltonian system (h~, D, H) on 
• . Since D has the form (2), D will be given by 
D = {(x, &) ~ TX ~ T*A~ I &(~) = &(~)X(~), YJ ~ ,~}, (38) 
where & is the restriction of 09 to G1. & : T,~ ~ T*,~ is a closed 2-form on 
,~, with kernel Go. So b in (38) represents a presymplectic structure on ,~. This 
corresponds to the theorem in Courant [9] stating that a closed Dirac structure has a 
foliation by presymplectic leaves. Concluding, we see that the implicit Hamiltonian 
system (X', D, H) reduces to the presymplectic Hamiltonian system (27, D,/-/). 
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Notice that in the case when D represents a Poisson structure, with the Poisson 
bracket satisfying the Jacobi identity (see Examples 2 and 4), X is exactly a sym- 
plectic submanifold of X. (This can be seen by using the Darboux theorem, since 
the bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity and G1 = Im J i.e. the rank of the matrix 
J is constant dimensional.) The (already explicit) system (X, D, H), given locally 
by (6), reduces to the system (X, D, H) given locally by 
af/ 0R 
t~ = -~p (q, p), ~b -- 0--q (q' p)' 
where H(q, p) = H(q, p, ro) with r0 = r(0). 
To state the analogue of Proposition 18 we first need the following. 
DEFINITION 9. We will call a vector field f ~ TX  a strong symmetry of the 
implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) if f is a symmetry of the gener- 
alized Dirac structure D (as in Definition 5) and f leaves H invariant everywhere, 
i.e. LfH(x)  = 0, Vx ~ X (note the difference with Definition 7). G is called a 
strong symmetry Lie group of (X, D, H) if G is a symmetry Lie group of D (as 
in Proposition 18) and every infinitesimal generator ~x, ~ ~ ~, leaves H invariant 
everywhere. 
A preliminary version of the next proposition was stated in [23]. 
PROPOSITION 21. Consider an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H). 
Let G be a strong symmetry Lie group of (X, D, H) and assume that V q-Go 
and D M Eq are constant dimensional. Then (X, D, H) projects to the implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system (,~, D, H), where ,~ = X /  G, b is the generalized 
Dirac structure induced by D, see Proposition 18, and the Hamiltonian H is such 
that H = ~I o 7r (note that G leaves H invariant so ~I is well defined). 
More explicitly: Every solution :c(t) of (h~, D,/~/) is (locally) the projection 
under zr of a solution x(t) of (X, D, H). Conversely, let x(t) be a solution of 
(X, D, H) along a projectable vector field XH, that is, assume that there exists 
a vector field X E TX  such that X "~r X for some X E TX  and X(x(t)) = 
Xn(x(t)),  Vt E I, then x(t) can be projected to a solution :¢(t) of (,V, D, ~/). 
Proof." Let J(t) be a solution of (2, D,/~/), i.e. (X~, d~l)(Yc(t)) ~ b(J(t)) ,  for 
all t ~ I, where Xk(J(t))  = ~c(t) and I C I~ is the interval of existence of J(t). 
Define .4 = {J(t) I t ~ I}, and assume that ,4 is a closed subset of X. If this 
is not the case, for instance if J(t) converges asymptotically to an equilibrium 
point, then by defining .4 on any closed interval I '  C I (i.e. by considering J(t) 
only "locally") .4 can be made into a closed subset of X. Then it follows that 
(X:t, d/~/)(J) ~/~(J) ,  YJ ~ ,4. Because /) is a smooth bundle the pair (X:t, dH) 
can be locally extended to a pair in D, and therefore also, by the smooth Tietze 
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extension theorem [2], globally extended to a pair (X, &) e D. By definition of 
there exists a pair (X, a) e D where 
X -'-, X, a = p*&. (39) 
Because 
p*6t(x) = 6t(p(x))(Txp .) = dH(p(x))(Txp .) = p*dH(x) = dH(x), 
^ 
for all x ~ A" such that p(x)= 2 ~ A, it follows that (X, dH)(x) ~ D(x) for all 
x ~ X such that p(x) = Yc ~ A. Equivalently, let x(t) be such that 2(t) = X(x(t)), 
then p(x(t)) = J(t) (because of (39)), and (XH, dH)(x(t)) ~ D(x(t)), for all t ~ I, 
where we wrote XH for X. This means that x(t) is a solution of the implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H). 
Conversely, let x(t) be a solution of (X, D, H), i.e. (XH, dH)(x(t)) ~ D(x(t)), 
for all t ~ I, where XH(X(t)) = 2(t) and I C R is the interval of existence of 
x(t). Assume that x(t) is the flow of a projectable vector field, that" is, assume 
that there exists a vector field X ~ TX such that X "~,r :~ for some X ~ T?~ and 
X(x(t)) = Xn(x(t)), Vt ~ I. 
Take arbitrary (~',/~) ~ D. There exist (Y, t )  ~ D such that Y "~r ~" and 
fl = ~r*fl. Let J(t) = rc(x(t)), then 
((dH, ~') + (/~, X)) (J(t)) = ((dH, Y) + (~, X)) (x(t)) 
= ((dn, Y) + (#, Xn)) (x(t)) = O, 
where in the last step we used that (Xn, dH)(x(t)) ~ D(x(t)) = DX(x(t)) = 
[D(x(t))] ±, Vt ~ I. This shows that 
(d[-I, X~)(~(t)) E [b(~(t))] ±= bl(Yc(t)) = b(~c(t)), Vt E I, 
where we wrote X/t for ~:. From the fact that X "~r X it follows that J(t) = 
Xil(YC(t)), ¥t ~ I, so ~(t) is a solution of (X, D, H). [] 
REMARK 7. In general not every solution of (X, D, H) projects to a solution 
of (X, D, H). Indeed, let x(t) be a solution of (X, D, H), corresponding to the 
projectable vector field XH, such that x(t) projects to a solution :~(t) of (,~, D, i~/). 
Then the integral curve y(t) corresponding to the vector field XH + Z, where 
Z ~ Go N TXc, will also be a solution of (X, D, H). However, since Z is in general 
not projectable to a vector field on X/G,  y(t) will not project to a solution of 
~(t) of (X, D, ~/). 
When Assumption 4 is satisfied, it can be shown that the unique solution x(t) 
will always project to a solution of (2~, D, H), see Section 7. 
Now, after these preliminaries, we are ready to investigate what is going to be 
the main result of our work. 
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5. The main result 
In this section we will derive our main result on reduction of implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian systems. This result will generalize the "classical" reduction theorems 
of explicit Hamiltonian systems described in [1, 13, 15, 19]. 
Consider an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) on an n-dimen, 
sional manifold A', with generalized Dirac structure D and Hamiltonian function 
H ~ C°°(X). Suppose the system has r independent first integrals Pi~ C°°(X), i = 
1 . . . . .  r, and suppose there exist corresponding independent vector fields Xp~ ~ TX, 
i.e. (Xt,~,dPi) ~ D, i = 1 . . . . .  r, such that each Xe~ is a strong symmetry of 
(X, D, H) (in Section 8 these symmetries will be called horizontal). We assume 





P(x) = y~ Pi(x)~i. 
i=1 
PROPOSITION 22. The momentum ap P is Ad*-equivariant, that is, 
P(q~g(x)) ---- Ad~(P(x)), 
for all x ~ X, g ~ G, where Ad* is the coadjoint action corresponding to the Lie 
group G. 
Proof: The proof equals the proof in [19], see also [1, 13], we only have to 
consider the bracket of admissible functions {., .}o instead of the Poisson bracket 
{-,-}. [] 
[Xt'i, Xej] = ~ ckijxek, (41) 
k=l 
where ckij ~ R are constants, i j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
REMARK 8. Note that in the case of a Poisson structure on A', which satisfies the 
Jacobi identity (i.e. which is closed), (40) implies (41) (in the case of a symplectic 
structure on X, (40) and (41) are equivalent). However, in the case of a Dirac 
structure (i.e. which is closed) on X, (40) implies only [Xp~, Xpi] = )--~=1CkijXek + 
Zij  , where Zij  E GO. 
Because of condition (41) there exists an r-dimensional Lie group G with the 
corresponding Lie algebra ~ for which the infinitesimal generators (~i)x = Xp~, i = 
1 . . . . .  r, where {~1 . . . . .  ~r} is a basis of ~ [19]. It follows that G is a strong 
symmetry Lie group of (X, D, H). Let {/zl . . . . .  /Zr} be a basis of ~*. We define 
the following map from 2" to ~*, also called the momentum ap [19, 1, 13], 
F 
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REMARK 9. The setup given above, originally used in [19] for explicit Hamil- 
tonian systems defined on Poisson manifolds, is a little bit different han the setup 
used in [1, 13, 15]. Analogously to [1, 13, 15], it can be assumed that the implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system (k', D, H) admits a strong symmetry Lie group G, 
and a corresponding Ad*-equivariant momentum ap P : A" ~ G* such that 
(~x, dP~) ~ D, V~ ~ ~, (42) 
where P~ ~ C°°(X) is defined by P~(x) = P(x)(~), Vx ~ X. Although the setup 
we choose above is slightly less general than in this remark, it does not make any 
difference for the results in the sequel. 
Now we will describe the reduction possibilities of the implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) admitting the strong symmetry Lie group G cor- 
responding to the first integrals P1 . . . . .  P~. There are two ways, which :in a sense 
are dual, to reduce the Hamiltonian system. The first one is to begin by reducing 
the Hamiltonian system to a level set P - l ( / z )  of the first integrals, using Propo- 
sition 19. At this point the resulting implicit generalized Hamiltonian system will 
have some symmetry remaining from the symmetry group G, however, in general 
it will not be the whole group G but only a subgroup G/~ of G. Then we can 
use Proposition 21 to further reduce the Hamiltonian system to an implicit gener- 
alized Hamiltonian system on the quotient manifold P- l ( ix) /G ~. The second way 
to reduce the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D,H)  is by beginning 
to reduce the Hamiltonian system to an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system on 
the quotient manifold X/G,  as in Proposition 21. The resulting Hamiltonian system 
will have some first integrals (actually these will be Casimir functions) remaining 
from P1 . . . . .  Pr which we can use to further reduce the Hamiltonian system to a 
level set of these first integrals, Proposition 19. The main result of our work will 
state that these two ways of reducing the implicit generalized Hamiltonian'system 
(X, D, H) will result in the same reduced implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(up to isomorphism). This is a generalization of the classical reduction theorems of 
[16, 1, 13, 15, 19]. 
Reduction first using the first integrals, then a remaining symmetry group. 
Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (,¥, D, H) with the corre- 
sponding independent first integrals P1 . . . . .  Pr and strong symmetry Lie group G 
as described previously. Because P1 . . . . .  Pr are first integrals, the solutions of 
(X ,D ,H)  will live on some level set 27 = {x e k' I Pl(x) = al . . . . .  Pr(x) = 
ar, (a l  . . . . .  ar) ~ Rr], 2? f3 ,¥c nonempty. Note that by using the momentum ap 
P we can denote this level set by X = P- l ( / . t )  for some /x ~ ~*. Using Propo- 
sition 19, assuming that D(:~)tq Es($), :~ ~ 2?, is constant dimensional on 27, we 
can reduce the Hamiltonian system to an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(P-l(/z),/~),/~) on P - l ( / z ) ,  where b is the generalized Dirac structure induced by 
D, and H = l~H is the Hamiltonian function on P-l(/z), tl : P-l(/z) --~ X being 
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the inclusion map. Consider the subgroup 
G~ = {g ~ G I Adg(/X) =/x}, (43) 
or equivalently (by equivariance of P) 
G ,  = {g ~ G I ~bg(p-l(/z)) C P-l(/z)}. 
G~ is a subgroup of G and therefore a Lie group itself. 
LEMMA 23. G~ is a strong symmetry Lie group of (p-I  (/z),/), H). 
Proof." Consider X--_(~)v_-I(~) for some ~u E ~.  Then X is q-related to 
X = (~)x .  Now, let (Y, t )  ~ D, then ~" ",1 Y and /~ = t~3, (Y, ~) e D, see (17). 
Then L~"  = [X, Y] --% [X, Y] = LxY. Furthermore, L~fl = LyttOn6 = t~Lx~. Now, 
X is a sy_mrne_a'y of D which means that (LxY, Lx~) ~ D, and it follows that also 
(L2t', Ly~fl)~ D, so X is a symmetry of D. Because Ly~/1 = Ly~t~H = t~LxH = 
0, X is a strong symmetry of (p - l ( /~) ,  D, H). [] 
G~ is called the residual symmetry group. Now we can use Proposition 21 (in 
Theorem 27 we will show that the assumptions of Proposition 21 are satisfied) 
to further reduce the Hamiltonian system^(p-l(/z),/3, if/) to an implicit general- 
ized Hamiltonian system (P-I(tz)/G~, D, H) on the quotient manifold P-I(I~)/G~, 
where D is the generalized Dirac structure induced by /), and H is the Hamilto- 
^ 
nian function on P-l(tz)/Gtt , with i f /=/~ozr~, where 7r, : P-l(/.t) ~ P-I(~)/Glx 
is the projection map. 
Reduction first using the symmetry group, then the remaining first inte- 
grals. Again, consider the same implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) 
with the corresponding independent first integrals Pl . . . .  Pr and strong symmetry 
Lie group G as we started with in the reduction process described above. Con- 
trary to starting with reduction to a level set of the first integrals, as we did 
above, we will now reduce the Harniltonian system (X, D, H) by first reducing 
it to the quotient manifold X/G. Assume that V + Go and D fq Eq are constant 
dimensional. Using ^ Proposition 21 this gives us an implicit generalized Hamilto- 
nian system (X/G, D, H) on X/G, where b is the generalized Dirac structure 
induced by D, and t /  is the Hamiltonian function on X/G, with H = I/ozr. Here 
7r : X ~ X/G is the projection map. Consider the quotient space ~* = f*/G of 
coadjoint orbits O~ in G*, along with the projection map nr : ~* ~ ~*. A coadjoint 
orbit is defined as 
O~ = {Ad~(/x) I g ~ G}, /z ~ ~*. (44) 
Throughout we assume that ~* is a smooth manifold. Define the map ~b : X/G 
~* by [13] 
o zr = nr o P. (45) 
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Then P is a conserved quantity along solutions of (X/G, D, [1). Indeed, let ~(t) be 
a solution of (X/G, D, H). Then there exists (locally) a solution x(t) of (2(, D, H) 
such that rr(x(t)) = ~(t), see Proposition 21. The corresponding vector fields are 
related, i.e. Xn "-'~ X~. Then 
(dP, Xk)(j(t)) = (zr*dP, XH)(x(t)) = (d(i b o Jr), Xn)(x(t)) 
= (d(ur o P), X~l)(X(t)) = dnr((dP, XH))(x(t)) 
= 0, (46) 
where the last step follows from the fact that P is a first integral of (2(, D, H). 
Actually, /3 is a Casimir function, because take arbitrary [1 ~ C°°(X/G), then [1 
corresponds to a G-invariant function H ~ Coo(2(), by H = [1ozr, for which again 
P will be a first integral, and so by (46) ~' will be conserved along solutions of 
(2(/G, D, [t). In Section 6 we will elaborate a bit more on the map /3. In particular 
^ ~ 
we will show that "locally dJ b ~ P0 • Using Proposition 20 (see also Section 6) 
we can restrict the Hamiltoni_an _system (X/G, D, [1) to an implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian system (/5-1(/2), L), H) on a level set /3-1(/2) of t', for some /2 ~ ~* 
(to be consistent with the procedure above we should take /2 = nr(ix)). Here /~ is 
the generalized Dirac structure induced by D, /~ = t~[1 is the Hamiltonian function 
on ~-1(/2) and t2" P -1 ( /2 )~ 2(/G is the inclusion map. 
Consider the two reduction procedures described above. 
LEMMA 24. There exists a diffeomorphism ~ from P-I(ix)/G~ to ~-1(/2), with 
/2 = ~r (ix), such that the following diagram commutes: 
X 
,, 7 
p-1 (ix) X /G (47) 
p-I( ix) /G u ¢~> /3-1(/2) 
Proof: The proof is based on [13]. First we prove that there exists a diffeomor- 
phism ~p : P-I(IX)/G u --+ ~r(p-l(ix)). Note that p- l( ix) is a submanifold of 2(, so 
7r(P-I(IX)) makes sense and is a subspace of X/G. 
Now, define 7z : P-I(Iz)/Gu ~ ~r(P-I(IX)) as follows: Let x ~ P-I(IX)/Gt~. 
There exists an :~ ~ p-l( ix) such that 1r~(£) = x. Define ~p(x) = 7r(£). To see that 
is well  defined, let :~' ~ p - l ( i x )  be another element such that zru(£') = x. Then 
there exists a g E Gu such that ~g(~)  = :~' and it fo l lows that a'(~) = zr(:~'), so 
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is well defined. We have to prove that ~/ is a diffeomorphism. The fact that 
is surjective is trivial. Now, let Xl,X2 E P-l(lz)/Gu be such that ~(xl)  = ~(x2). 
Then ~(Xl) = a'(~l) and Or(x2) = zc(~2) for xl,x2 ~ P-l(tx) with rru(~l) = Xl 
and zru(~2) = x2. So zr(~l) = ~r(x2) and therefore there exists a g e G such that 
q~g(~l) = J2. From Ad*-equivariance of P, Proposition 22, it follows that g ~ G~,. 
Indeed, 
Adg (/z) = Adg (P (x 1)) = e (tpg (xl)) = e (x2) = /£, 
and comparing with (43) gives that g ~ Gz. But tPg(:~l) = x2 for some g E Gz 
implies that zrz(~l)= ~rz(~2) and so XI ~---X2. That means that ~ is injective. So 
is bijective and because we assume that all maps are smooth it follows that 
is a diffeomorphism. 
Secondly, we prove that zr(P-l(/z)) = ib-1(/2). 7r(P- l ( / z ) )  C ~-1(/~) is easy 
and follows directly from (45). We prove the converse inclusion. Take an arbitrary 
~ ~b-1(/2) C ,.Y/G and let x e A" be such that rr(x) = J. Then by (45), nr(/z) = 
/2 = /~0r(x)) = tzr(P(x)), which implies that /z ~ Oe(x), so there exists a g ~ G 
such that Adg(P(x ) )=/z  by (44). However, by Ad*-equivariance of P this means 
that P(dpg(X)) ---- /z, so ¢pg(X) ~ e-l(/z).  Furthermore, ~r(dpg(X)) = ~r(x) = ~c. This 
proves the converse inclusion. [] 
REMARK 10. A nice interpretation of ib-l(/2) is given in the fact that it is 
equivalent o the quotient space P, I (ou)/G,  as can be easily seen. Lemma 24 
then states that P-I(tx)/Gu is diffeomorphic to P-I(ou)/G, which is the well 
known orbit reduction theorem [14]. 
DEFINITION 10. Let M and N be two manifolds, and let • : M ~ N be a 
diffeomorphism. Let DM be a (generalized) Dirac structure on M and let DN be 
a (generalized) Dirac structure on N. Then r is called a Dirac isomorphism if
(X, tx) E DM ~ '.. (r,X, (r*)-lot) E DN. (48) 
In this case we call DM and DN isomorphic, denoted by DM ~- DN. 
REMARK 11. Let DM and Dlv be isomorphic. It is very easy to prove that DM 
is closed if and only if DN is closed. 
Note that by (10) every symmetry ~b : X ~ X of a generalized Dirac structure 
D is a Dirac isomorphism. 
Recall the two possible reduction procedures described above. The first one 
starts with the reduction of (X, D, H) to a level set of the first integrals, and 
after factoring out the residual symmetry group it results in the implicit generalized 
^ ^ 
Hamiltonian system (P-!(i.t)/Gtz, D, H). The second one starts with the reduction 
of (X, D, H) by factoring out the symmetry group, and after restriction to the 
level set of the remaining Casimirs it results in the implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
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system (p-1(/2),/~,/~). In Lemma 24 it is shown that there exists a diffeomorphism 
: p - l ( l z ) /Gtz  __+ p-1(/2). 
^ 
THEOREM 25. ~ is a Dirac isomorphism. That is, D and D are isomorphic, 
^ 7. 
D,.~ = h .  
Proof." First, notice that it is sufficient o prove that 
-~ ^ -~ X b (X, o7) ~ D ,.. (~t, , (~,)-1¢~) 6 . (49) 
Assume that (49) holds. Being Dirac structures, D and D are (pointwise) linear 
spaces. Define 
~r(b) := {(lp,.l~, (1]r*)-lo~) I (~I~, t~) E O}. 
Since @. and Or* are linear mappings, ~p(D) is a linear space. By (49), ~(D) C D. 
However, because lp is a diffeomorphism, the map (X0.., 0P*) -1.) is a bijection. 
Therefore, 
_~ _ ^ ^ 
dim 0 (D)(:~) = dim D(:?) = dim e-1 (/z)/Gt, = dim 13-1(/2) = dim/~(:~), 
V~ E p-1( /2) ,  )~ ~__. lb.-1(~), and it follows that actually ~k(/~) =/~.  
We prove (49). Suppose (X, t~) ~/~, we prove that 0P.X, (~*)-t~t) ~/~± =/~.  
The pair (X, ~t)~/~ corresponds to the pairs 
, ,  ^ 
• (X, &)~ b with 2 "-gr u X, & = a't~oT, 
• (X, ot) ~ D with X -'% X, & = t~ot. 
Now, take an arbitrary pair (Y, t )  e / ) .  This corresponds to the pairs 
• (~', ~)e b with Y ~,2 Y, /~ = t2/~,*^  
• (V, fl) 6 D with r -~,~ ~', fl = zr*/~. 
For an arbitrary :~ ~ )-1(/2) we calculate 
((~b'*)-lt~, :)(~) + (~, ~,jl~}(~). (50) 
First we work out the first term in the above equation. By definition 
((~t*)-l~, I7)(~) = (o~(x), T~p - I .  I~(~)), (51) 
where x = ~p-l(:~). Now, T~lp -1 • I~(~) is a tangent vector to J - l ( I z ) /Gt ,  at the 
^ 
point i .  Because Jr u and therefore TJru is surjective, there exists a point ~ ~ j -1 (/x) 
such that zru(£ ) = x, and a tangent vector Z(~) ~ T~J- I (#)  such that 
T~l/t -1. ]~(~) = Z ig , .  Z(x). (52) 
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= (a(~), 2(~))  
= (or(x), T~tl • Z(i¢)) ,  (53) 
where x = tl(~). 
Because @ is a diffeomorphism, T~p -1 = (T@) -1 is invertible. Then (52) be- 
X - 
comes Y(;) = T~@. Tizr,. 2(X). This implies 
~r(/2(~)) = T~t2. Y(;) = T~t2. Txl/f " Ty¢l~lz" Z(x) = Txlr" TTcll" ff~(~c), 
where we used the commutafivity of diagram (47), t2o@orr, = zrOtl, which implies 
Tt2oT~roTJrtt = TTroTtl. Since Y "zr )', it follows that Txrt.T~tl.Z(5c) = Txzt.Y(x) 
(note that again by commutativity 2(:~)= n'(x)) which implies that 
Tit1 • Z(Yc) = Y(x) + Yo(x), (54) 
where Yo(x)~ kerTxrr. Plugging (54) into (53) gives 
((~b'*)-l~t, ~)( f i )  = (O/(X), Y(x) + Yo(x)). (55) 
However, a(x) maps kerTxzr to zero. Indeed, kerTrt = sPancoo(x ) {Xp~}, i.e. the 
distribution spanned by the symmetry vector fields, and 
E = -( E x (x)) = o, 
where we used that (X, or) ~ D and (Xpj, dPj) ~ D, and Y( ",1 X which gives that 
(dPj(x), X(x))----0. Then (55) becomes 
((¢*)-1o~, I~)(:~) = (or(x), Y(x)). (56) 
Now we will work out the second term of (50), which is a bit easier. 
/~, ~,,L d)= (~(,2d)), r~,2. v,,~(h/ 
= (/~(t2(~)), T~t2" Tx¢" T~zt~. X(~c)) 
and now using commutativity gives 
= (~(t2(;~)), Txzr. T~tl. f((Y¢)) 
= (7/'*~(X), Tyctl. X(x)) 
= (~(x) ,  X (x ) ) .  (57) 
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Using Eqs. (56) and (57), Eq. (50) becomes 
((~:*)-1o~, ~)(~) + (/~, ~,.X)(~) = (,~(x), r(x)) + (~(x), X(x)) = 0, (58) 
because (X, a), (Y, ~) ~ D. Note that (I~,~) ~ /~ and ~ e ) -1(~) were arbitrarily 
chosen, so (58) proves that (~.X, (~:*)-'~) e /~± =/~.  This ends the proof. [] 
Using Theorem 25 we can prove that the two reduced implicit generalized Hamil- 
tonian systems (P-~(Ix)/Gg, D, H) and (/5-~(~),/~,/~) are equivalent up to iso- 
morphism. More precisely, we define two implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems 
to be isomorphic in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 11. Consider two implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems (M, DM, 
HM) and (N, DN, HN). We call the two systems isomorphic if there exists a dif- 
feomorphism r : M ---> N such that r is a Dirac isomorphism, i.e. DM and DN 
are isomorphic, and HM = HN o r. 
The solutions of two isomorphic implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems are 
related by the diffeomorphism r. This means that two isomorphic systems generate 
the same (up to a diffeomorphism) dynamic behaviour. 
PROPOSITION 26. Consider two isomorphic (by some diffeomorphism ~ • M ---> N) 
implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems (M, DM, HM) and (N, DN, HN). Then, x(t) 
is a solution of (M, DM, HM) if and only if ~(x(t)) is a solution of (N, DN, HN). 
Proof." First notice that r being a Dirac isomorphism implies that r is pointwise 
an isomorphism between the two linear spaces DM(X) and DN(r(x)). Let x(t) be 
a solution of (M, DM, HM), i.e. (XHM,dHM)(X(t)) ~ DM(X(t)), Vt ~ I, where 
XHM(X(t)) = it(t), Vt ~ I. Because r is pointwise an isomorphism it follows that, 
using HM = HN o r, 
(XHN,dHN)(r(x(t))) ~ DN(r(x(t))), Vt ~ I, 
where we defined 
XH~(r(x(t))) = Tx(t)r. XHM(X(t)), Vt ~ I. (59) 
Because of (59) it follows that a~r(x(t)) = XHN(r(x(t))), ¥t ~ I, which implies 
that r(x(t)) is a solution of (N, DN, HN). The converse statement is proven in the 
same way. [] 
Finally, we come to the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 27. Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H). 
Suppose the system has r independent first integrals P1 . . . . .  Pr, satisfying (40), and 
corresponding independent vector fields X p1 . . . . .  X er, satisfying (41), which generate 
a strong symmetry Lie group G of (X, D, H). Assume that D(Yc)N Es(Yc), Yc 
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P-I(/z), is constant dimensional on P-l(/z), and that V + Go and D N Eq are 
constant dimensional on X. Then, using the two reduction procedures described 
above, the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H)reduces to implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian systems on the manifolds p-l(~), p-l(lz)/Giz ' X /G  and 
~-1 (~t) in diagram (47). The two implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems (e-1 (bt)/ 
^ ^ 
G~, D, H) and (/3-1(/2),/~, H) are isomorphic (by the diffeomorphism ~rgiven in 
diagram (47)). 
Proof" Because D(~)t3 Es(~), x 6 e-l(/z), is constant dimensional on e-l(/.t), 
the system (X, D, H) can be reduced to the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(P-I(/z), D, H), using Proposition 17. Let Vu denote the distribution on P-l(/x) 
spanned by the infinitesimal generators of Gu: Let G0 be the distribution as defined 
in Section 2 corresponding to the generalized Dirac structure D. Finally, let Eq be 
the bundle as defined in (27) corresponding to P-l(/x). We show that constant 
dimensionality of V + Go and D N Eq on ,~" implies constant dimensionality of 
Vv + Go and D t3 Eq on p-1 (/z). 
First note that Vu C Go, because take arbitrary X ~ Q~z, then X -'~,~ X = 
~'~i hiXPi, hi ~ C°°(X), for some X ~ V (because G~ is the Lie subgroup of 
symmetries of G that leave the level set P-l(/z) invariant, i.e. that are tangent o 
this level set). Because (X, ~,i hidPi)~ D, this implies that 
(X,t~ y~ hidPi) = (X, ~'-~(hi Otl) d(Pi Otl)) = (X, y~(hi Otl) "0) = (X, O) E D, 
i i i 
and so X ~ Go. Furthermore, by definition of D, G0 consists of all X ~ Tp-I(/z) 
such that X ",1 X ~ G 1 with (X, Of) E D such that t~ot = 0. This means X ", l  
X ~ V+Go which implies that X ~ ~z +G01p_qz) (note that if X e Go then 
(dPi, X) = O, i = 1 . . . . .  r, so X is tangent o the level set P-l(/x)). Concluding 
we get that 
~rtt -4- 60 = 60 ----- Qtt -4- G0lp-l(iz ), 
where G01p-l¢~,) denotes the set of all vector fields in Go restricted to P-l(/x). 
Now, since V + Go is constant dimensional on ;t', it follows that 17~, + Gole-,(,) 
is constant dimensional on P-I(/z). Thus, G0 = ~'~, + Go is constant dimensional 
on P-I(/x). Since G0 and 17 t, + G0 are constant dimensional it follows that also 
ann(~'~,) f3Pl is constant dimensional on P-I(/x), where Pl is the co-distribution 
corresponding to /9 as defined in Section 2. From Go and ann(f'~,)n Pl constant 
dimensional it immediately follows that also / )A  Eq is constant dimensional on 
P-l(/z). So the assumptions of Proposition 21 are satisfied and we can reduce 
the system (P- I  (/z), /9, H) further to the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
^ ^ 
(P-l(iz)/G~,, D, H). This proves the first part of the theorem. 
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For the second part, Lemma 24 states that there exists a diffeomorphism ~" 
which makes the diagram (47) commuting, that is 7/'ol 1 -m-/2ol~roT/'/z. Take arbitrary 
x ~ P-I(Iz)/G ~ and let :~ E P-l(/z) be such that zrjz(J) = x, then 
7, 
/~(x) = H o tl(~) = H o ~r o it(x) = f-/o t2 o @ o zra(~) = I-/o t2 o @(x) = H o @(x), 
" 7, 
proving that H = H o @. Since by Theorem 25 the two generalized Dirac structures 
-, 7, 
D and D are isomorphic, it follows that the two implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
systems (P-I(Iz)/G/, ,/~, H) and (/3-1(/2),/~,/~) are isomorphic. [] 
EXAMPLE 10. Consider the Dirac structure given in Example 1 (with D closed), 
and the Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) corresponding to a function H ~ C°°(X). 
Assuming the conditions in Theorem 27 are satisfied, the system reduces to Hamil- 
tonian systems on P-I(tx)/G~, and /3-1(/2). The corresponding Dirac structure L~, 
7, 
respectively D, is again a symplectic structure on P-I(Iz)/G,, respectively /3-1(/2) 
(for a proof of this see [5]). This example shows that Theorem 27 is a generaliza- 
tion of the classical (symplectic) reduction theorems described in [16, 1, 13]. 
EXAMPLE 11. Consider the Dirac structure given in Example 2 (with D closed), 
and the Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) corresponding to a function H ~ Coo(X). 
Assuming the conditions in Theorem 27 are satisfied, the system reduces to Hamil- 
tonian systems on P-l(lz)/G~, and /3-1(/2). The corresponding Dirac structure /~, 
7, 
respectively D, is again a Poisson structure on P-I(tz)/Gt~ , respectively /3-1(/2) 
(for a proof of this see [5]). This example shows that Theorem 27 is a generaliza- 
tion of the classical (Poisson) reduction theorems described in [15, 19]. Note that 
the reduced system on P-I(/x) does not represent a classical Poisson system, but it 
is described by an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system, with a Dirac structure 
as the underlying eometric structure. This was already noticed in [9]. 
6. The Casimir function /3 
In this section we will take a closer look at the map /3 introduced in the 
second reduction procedure in the previous section. In particular we will show that 
"locally d/3 ~ f~o", which allows us to moderate the proof of Proposition 20 a 
little bit such that the result still holds in case ,~ =/3-1(/2) (as is the case in the 
reduction procedure in Theorem 27). 
Recall that the momentum ap was defined as P : X ~ ~* 
P(x) = ~ Pi (x)txi, (60) 
i----1 
where {/21 . . . . .  /zr} is a basis of ~*, and P1 . . . . .  Pr are the first integrals of the 
implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H). Define the quotient manifold 
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0" = ~* IG  of coadjoint orbits O~ in ~*, and the corresponding projection map 
nr :~* ~ 0*. Define the map /5 "X /G  ~ 0" by 
,b o rr = nr o P, (61) 
where rr : 2( --> X/G is the projection map. Because ~* is the dual of the Lie 
algebra 9 = TeG, ~* is globally isomorphic to ~ via some isomorphism ~0 : 
~* --> R r. Since 0" = ~*/G is a manifold (under the appropriate assumptions on 
G) it is locally diffeomorphic to I~ m, where m is the dimension of 0*, via some 
diffeomorphism ~u : U C 0" --> I~ m. Consider a local chart (U, ~u) of ~*, then 
(61) implies 
~Ou o P o re(x) = ~ov o nr o (p-1 o (p o P(x), Vx E W C X, (62) 
where W is such that P o a'(W) C U. Now, since fly o w o ~-1  . ]l~r ..+ I~  
is a projection, it is a linear map and therefore it can be described by a matrix 
[Proj] E R 'n×r. Note that ~0oP is exactly the r-vector of first integrals, i.e. ~ooP(x) = 
[Pl(X) . . . . .  Pr(x)] r. Then (62) becomes 
t~U o/D o :rr(x) = [Proj][P1 (x)  . . . . .  Pr(x)] T 
I CllPl(X) "4-'" + ClrPr(x) 
CmlPl(X) +... + cmrPr(x) 
(63) 
for some constants cij E ]]~, i = 1 . . . . .  m, j = 1 . . . . .  r. Now, ~v o/3 defines the 
m-vector flu o ~'(j) = [PI(:~) . . . . .  /Dm(j)]T, where Pi E C°° (W/G) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
By (63) it follows that 
rc*d['i = CildP1 +. . .  + cirdPr, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Now, take an arbitrary pair (I',/~) E D. Then 
r 
j= l  
r 
j= l  
(64) 
YYc E W/G,  where x E W, ~r(x) = J,  i = 1 . . . . .  m, since Y "~r ~', /~ = zr*~, with 
(Y, ~) E D, and Y~V ci jXpj  "~r O. So locally dPi  E ann G1 = Po, i = 1 . . . . .  m. (64) 
is what we meant saying that "locally d/2' ~ 130 ''. 
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Now consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X/G, D, H) in the 
reduction procedure of Theorem 27. The map P is a Casimir function by (46) 
(or more correctly, by (64)). As in Proposition 20 we want to conclude that the 
solutions of (X/G, D,H) lying in P~1(/2)are exactly the solutions of the reduced 
system (p-1 (/2),/~,/~). Since it is in general not true that dP ~ Po we cannot use 
Proposition 20 directly. However, since (64) holds, and since the level set ~b-1(/2) 
is locally given by the level set of /31 . . . . .  Pro, we can conclude that for every pair 
(~', ~) ~ b it holds that ~" is tangent o /5-1(/2). Then we can copy the rest of 
the proof of Proposition 20 to conclude that the solutions of (X/G, D,/~/) lying 
in P-1(/2) are exactly the solutions of the reduced system (P-1(/2), /), /t). 
7. Implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems with index 1 
In this section we take a closer look at the reduction procedure in Theorem 
27 in case the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) satisfies Assump- 
tion 4. The motivation for this is as follows. Considering the reduction procedure 
in Theorem 27, notice that we have made some_assumptions. 
(i) To define the generalized Dirac structure D on the submanifold P-l(/z), we 
needed the assumption that D(Yc)AEs(Yc), Yc ~ P-l(/z), is constant dimensional 
on P-1 (/z). 
(ii) To define the generalized Dirac structure b on the quotient manifold X/G, 
we needed the assumption that V + Go and D n Eq are constant dimensional 
on X. 
(iii) Finally, concerning Proposition 21 about reduction of an implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) to an implicit generalized Hamiltonian system 
(X, D, H) on a quotient manifold X, we needed the assumption of projectabil- 
ity of a solution x(t) to show that it reduces to a solution ~(t) of (X, D, t/). 
These three assumptions are new with respect o the assumptions made in the 
classical reduction theorems of [16, 1, 13, 15, 19]. Indeed, considering the reduc- 
tion of classical explicit Hamiltonian systems like in Examples 10 and 11, these 
three assumptions are void. For take an explicit Hamiltonian system defined with 
respect to a symplectic structure as in Example 10. Because G1 = TX is constant 
dimensional, Gl(2)N T~X = T~,~, 2 ~ 2~, is constant dimensional on A), which 
implies that D(2)n  Es(2), 2 ~ ,~, is constant dimensional on ,~, see Remark 3. 
Also, since Go = 0, V + Go = V is constant dimensional (with dim V = r = dim G). 
Furthermore, since Pl = T'X, ann(V) n Pl ~ ann(V) is constant dimensional, and 
together with Go constant dimensional this implies that D n Eq is constant dimen- 
sional on X. Finally, the vector field X~ ~ Tp-I( /z) ,  corresponding to a solution 
.x(t) of  (P - l (b t ) ,  D, H)  coming from a solution x(t) of (X, D, H), is projectable 
to a vector field on P-I( Iz) /G ~ [16, 1, 13]. Note that the reduced Hamiltonian 
system (X/G, D, ~r) on X/G is not a symplectic system anymore, so the reduc- 
tion procedures in [16, 1, 13] do not include the system (X/G, D, I-/). However, 
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(X/G, D, H) is a Poisson system, and in [15, 19] it is proved that every solution 
^ ^ 
of (X, D, H) projects to a solution of (X/G, D, H). 
With respect to the second classical example, consider an explicit Hamiltonian 
system defined on a Poisson structure as in Example 11. Just as in the symplectic 
case Go = 0 and Pl = T*X imply that V+G0 and DNEq are constant dimensional 
on X. Furthermore, in [15, 19] it is shown that every solution x(t) of (X, D, H) 
projects to a solution J(t) of (X/G, D, t-/). Again note that the reduced Hamiltonian 
system (P- l ( /z) , / ) ,  f /) on P-l(/z) is not a Poisson system anymore, and therefore 
is not included in the reduction procedures in [15, 19]. Under assumption (i), the 
reduced system on P-I(/L) can be described as an implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
system on P- i( /z) .  In [9] it is shown that assumption (i) is equivalent o the 
condition that every point ~ ~ P-I(/z) lies on a principal orbit (of the group 
action of G on X). 
We saw in Proposition 5 that, assuming the implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
system (X, D, H) satisfies Assumption 4, the system can be reduced to an explicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system (Xc, Dc, Hc) given by (9) (where the generalized 
Dirac structure Dc is defined by the structure matrix Jc). Then considering the ex- 
amples above we would expect hat the assumptions (ii) and (iii) are again automat- 
ically satisfied (because (X, D, H) is in essence the explicit system (Xc, Dc, Hc)). 
Note that we already saw in the Poisson case that we cannot expect assumption (i) 
to be satisfied in general. Here we will investigate the contents of assumptions (ii) 
and (iii) if the system (X, D, H) satisfies Assumption 4. 
Consider the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) and assume that 
Assumption 4 is satisfied. Assumption (ii) says that V + Go and D A Eq should 
be constant dimensional. Since V is constant dimensional and by Assumption 4 
also Go = ker P1 is constant dimensional V + Go will be constant dimensional as 
well if and only if V tq Go is constant dimensional. Consider a strong symmetry 
Xei of (X, D, H), then by ([23], Proposition 17) Xpi will be tangent o Xc, so 
Xei (Xc) ~ TxcXc, VXc ~ Xc. Furthermore, by Assumption 4 it follows that G0(xc) A 
TxcXc = O, Vxc ~ Xc, see also ([23], Proposition 17). Because V is the distribution 
spanned by the symmetries Xp~, i = 1 . . . . .  r, which generate the Lie group G, 
we have that V(xc)N G0(xc)= 0, VXc ~ Xc, which implies that V + Go is constant 
dimensional on X~. Secondly, since Pl is constant dimensional by Assumption 4, 
ann(V + Go) = ann(V) A Pl. Now, V + Go constant dimensional on Xc implies 
ann(V) f)Pl constant dimensional on Xc and it follows that also DO Eq is constant 
dimensional on Xc. 
Assumption (iii) says that a solution x(t) of (X, D, H) should be projectable 
^ ^ 
in order to reduce to a solution J(t) of (X/G, D, H). Take an arbitrary solution 
x(t) of (X, D, n ) ,  i.e. k ( t )= Xn(x(t)) where Xn(xc)~ Tx, Xc, VXc ~ X¢, is the 
unique vector field on Xc (by Assumption 4, i.e. the vector field corresponding to 
the explicit system (9)) corresponding to H. By ([23], Proposition 17) 
[(~)x, Xn](Xc) = 0, Vx~ ~ xc, (65) 
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for all symmetries (~)x, where ~ ~ f.  This implies that [V, Xn](Xc) ~ V(xc), YXc 
Xc, which implies that Xn is projectable on Xc to a vector field X on Xc/G. Using 
the smooth Tietze extension theorem we can extend XH to a vector field X ~ TX 
which is projectable to a vector field on X/G. 
Furthermore, a solution J(t) of (P-I(/z), D, f/), coming from a solution x(t) 
of (X, D, H), should be projectable in order to reduce to a solution x(t) of 
(P-l(tz)/G~,/~,/~). Consider an arbitrary solution x(t) of (X, D, H) in P-l(/z), 
i.e. Jc(t)= Xn(x(t)). By Proposition 19, Xft -~,~ XH. Consider an arbitrary sym- 
metry (~)~ ~ ~'~, where ~ ~ ~ (note that G~ is a Lie subalgebra of ~), then 
(~)~ "L~ (~)x. Then by (65) it follows that 
This implies that 
[(~)£,, Xf/](.~c) ---- 0, '¢-~c E ,¥c f-) P-I(/z). 
[~'t,, Xk](Xc) E V~(xc), V;Cc E Xc n P-l(/z), 
which implies that X k is projectable on Xc n P-I(/z) to a vector field ~" on 
(Xc N P-I(Iz))/G ~. Using the smooth Tietze extension theorem we can extend X~ 
to a vector field on P-I(/z) which is projectable to a vector field on P-l( lz)/G ~. 
We conclude that the solutions of (X, D, H) and (P-l(/z), D, H) all satisfy the 
projectability assumption. 
The above results have the following interpretation. Consider the implicit gen- 
eralized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) and assume that Assumption 4 is satisfied. 
Then the system reduces to the explicit generalized Hamiltonian system (Xc, Dc, Hc) 
given by (9). The solutions of the implicit system (X, D, H) are exactly the solu- 
tions of the explicit system (Xc, Dc, Hc), so, like in the classical cases in Examples 
10 and 11, they should always be projectable to solutions on the reduced systems. 
As we have shown above, this is indeed the case (assumption (iii) is always satis- 
fied). On the other hand, however, we could not show that assumption (i) and (ii) 
are always satisfied. Indeed, even in the classical case of a Poisson structure on 
X, we need assumption (i) to describe the reduced system on P-I(/z) as an im- 
plicit generalized Hamiltonian system. Although for the explicit Hamiltonian system 
(Xc, Dc, Hc), so for the reduced generalized Dirac structure Dc, assumption (ii) is 
always satisfied, like in Examples 10 and 11, this is in general not the case for 
the original generalized Dirac structure D. We could only show that V + Go and 
D f3 Eq are constant dimensional on Xc. 
8. Constrained mechanical systems 
In this section we connect the theory described above to the theory of sym- 
metries and reduction in nonholonomically constrained mechanical systems, as de- 
scribed for instance in [3, 7, 22, 8]. In particular we will define horizontal sym- 
metries, which will give rise to conserved quantities, and give an analogue of the 
reduction procedure described in [22]. 
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In Definition 5 we defined a symmetry of a generalized Dirac structure D on 
A' as a vector field f ~ TX such that (LfX, Lfet) ~ D for all (X, a) ~ D. We 
define a horizontal symmetry as follows. 
DEFINITION 12. Let D be a generalized Dirac structure. A horizontal symmetry 
of D is a symmetry f of D (as in Definition 5) such that f ~ G1. 
Note that G1 describes the set of admissible flows, denoted by the constrained 
distribution F in ([3, 22, 8]). Very important for the applicability of our theory is 
the following proposition, given in the context of constrained mechanical systems 
in [22]. 
PROPOSITION 28. Let D be a generalized Dirac structure and denote by G a 
symmetry Lie group of D. Consider the infinitesimal symmetries generated by G. 
The set of horizontal symmetries i generated by a normal Lie subgroup Gn of G. 
Proof." Let ~, ~ ~ generate a horizontal symmetry of D. Take an arbitrary ele- 
ment ~ ~ G, then ~x is a symmetry of D. Because LfG1 C G1 for every symmetry 
f of D it follows that [~x, (~n)X] 6 Ga, i.e. is again a horizontal symmetry. Thus 
the elements in ~ generating horizontal symmetries form an ideal 9, in 9. This 
ideal ~ defines a normal Lie subgroup G. of G with Lie algebra G.. [] 
Horizontal symmetries are very important because they give rise to first inte- 
grals. Assume that G is a strong symmetry Lie group of the implicit generalized 
Hamiltonian system (X, D, H), Definition 9. In the sequel we will assume that G1 
is constant dimensional. Then, by Theorem 3, the generalized Dirac structure D 
can be written as 
D = {(X, ot) ~ TXq)  T*Xlet(x) - to(x)X(x)  ~ ann Gl(x), Vx ~ X, X ~ G1}, 
where w : G1 --~ (G1)* is a skew-symmetric linear map. We will now define the 
(horizontal) momentum map corresponding to a symmetry Lie group G of D. 
The definition will be consistent with the one given in Section 5. Let the 2-form 
o91 : TX  ~ T*X be an extension of to, i.e. wl IG, = o9, and assume that there exists 
an Ad*-equivariant momentum map P : X ---> 9" for the action of G, i.e. 
d(P ,~)  : O)I(~X , ' ) ,  V~ E O. (66) 
Notice that P is a conserved quantity for the unconstrained (G1 = T?() system 
(which is the classical Noether theorem), but in general this is not the case for 
the constrained system. However, the part of P corresponding to the horizontal 
symmetries will be conserved. Therefore, define the horizontal momentum ap Phor : 
X --* ~* to be the restriction of P to ~n. Let {~2 . . . . .  ~n ~} be a basis of ~,, with 
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where P¢h(x) = (P(x),~i), i = 1 . . . . .  s. Indeed, ((¢in)x, dPch) ~ D, i = 1 , . . . , s ,  
so by Proposition 11 every P~h is a first integral of the system. Furthermore, the 
horizontal momentum map inherits the Ad*-equivariance from the Ad*-equivariance 
of P. So we are in the situation described in Section 5 and we can perform 
the reduction described in Theorem 27. Notice that we do not require (40) to hold 
since all we actually need in Section 5 is the Ad*-equivariance of the corresponding 
momentum map Phor. For clarity we state the previous results in a proposition. 
PROPOSITION 29. Consider a strong symmetry Lie group G of the implicit gener- 
alized Hamiltonian system (X, D, H) (with G, constant dimensional). Assume that 
09 can be extended to a 2-form o9] such that there exists an Ad*-equivariant mo- 
mentum map P : X ~ ~* for the action of G, given by (66). Let Gn be the normal 
Lie subgroup of G corresponding to the horizontal symmetries. Define the horizontal 
momentum map Phor : ,~ --> ~* tO be the restriction of P to Gn. Then Phor is a 
first integral for (X, D, H). Furthermore, the conditions in Section 5 are satisfied 
and we can perform the reduction procedure described in Theorem 27 (assuming 
the conditions on constant dimensionality are satisfied). 
If we apply the above result to constrained mechanical systems (where o9 : 
TX --> T*,¥ is the canonical 2-form on X -- T 'Q,  see Example 5), we obtain the 
reduction with conserved momenta [22], see also [8, 3]. 
Notice that the definition of the horizontal momentum map is not unique be- 
cause it depends on the extension of co. We will show however that the reduction 
described in Proposition 29, possibly after reduction to the level set of a Casimir 
function, will result in a uniquely defined implicit generalized Hamiltonian system. 
So assume that o9] is an extension of o9 with corresponding horizontal momentum 
map denoted by Plor, as described above. Let the 2-form 092 : TX ~ T'A" be 
a second extension of 09 and assume that there exists an Ad*-equivariant momen- 
tum map p2 : 3:' ~ ~* for the action of G, defined with respect to w2 as in 
(66). Denote the corresponding horizontal momentum map with Ph2or : A" ~ ~*. 
Define the function C :X  ---> ~n* by C(x) = Plhor(X ) -P2or(X ), x ~ A', and let 
C~/ := (C, (~/)x) = P~ - P~, i=  1 . . . . .  s. Then 
dC~IG, = (dP~ -dP~)IG, = (o91 i .) - ")) IG1 = o ,  
since (ollG, = o~IG1 = o9, i = 1, . , s .  This  impl ies that C (o r  rather C~i, i - 
1 . . . . .  s) is a Casimir function of" (X, D, H). Restrict the system to a le~,el set 
of C, i.e. Co = C(x) = Plor(Xo) - P2or(XO) = /z~ - / z  2, determined by the initial 
condition xo, and denote the resulting implicit generalized Hamiltonian system by 
(Xc, Dc, Hc), where Xc = C -1(co). Notice that Gn leaves Xc invariant because C 
is a Casimir function, and will be a strong symmetry Lie group of (Xc, Dc, Hc). 
Restrict the functions Plot and e2or to Xc. Then, since Phlox(x)- P2or(X ) = co is a 
constant, 
P/,~ := (Plor)-l(]A1) ~--. (P2or)-l(/~02) ..~-: Ptto 2, 
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and by equivariance of both maps 
G~ ~ = {g E Gn I ~bg(Ptzl) C P~o ~} = {g E Gn I ~bg(P~z2) C Pizo 2} = Gn ~2, 
i.e. both residual symmetry groups are equal. Therefore reduction of the implicit 
I 
generalized Hamiltonian system (Xc, Dc, He) to P,~/G~ ° will equal the reduction 
2 
to P~/G~n °. Concluding we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 30. The reduction described in Proposition 29, possibly after re- 
duction to the level set of a Casimir function, does not depend on the extension of 
o9. That is, the resulting implicit generalized Hamiltonian system will be the same 
for every extension of o9 chosen. 
Propositions 29 and 30 describe the reduction of the implicit generalized Hamil- 
tonian system (X, D, H) using the horizontal symmetries generated by Gn, and 
using the fact that these symmetries give rise to first integrals. This reduces the 
dimension of the dynamics by dim Gn + dim Gn ~°. It can be proved that the re- 
sulting implicit generalized Hamiltonian system will still have the strong symmetry 
Lie group G/Gn left (see [22] for the case of constrained mechanical systems). 
Notice that the symmetries generated by G/G~ in general will not give rise to first 
integrals. Then we can use Proposition 21, assuming the conditions are satisfied, 
to further reduce the system, which will give another eduction of the dimension 
of the dynamics by dimG/G~. So in  the end we have reduced the dimension of 
the dynamics by dim G + dim G~ °. See [22] for the introduction of this idea in 
constrained mechanical systems. 
9. Conclusions 
In this paper we have extended the reduction theory for explicit Hamiltonian sys- 
tems and kinematically constrained mechanical systems to a general reduction theory 
for implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems. We started with studying the notion 
of symmetry for implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems, as defined in [11, 23]. 
We derived some basic results on symmetries and introduced the notions of first 
integral (or conserved quantity) and Casimir function in this setting. The main part 
of the paper involves the study of the reduction of implicit generalized Hamiltonian 
systems. We showed that implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems can be reduced 
to systems on submanifolds, e.g. in the case of a level set of a first integral, or 
quotient manifolds, e.g. in the case of factoring out a strong symmetry Lie group of 
the system, in both cases giving rise to a reduced system which is again an implicit 
generalized Hamiltonian system. We combined these results to describe the reduc- 
tion process in case the implicit generalized Hamiltonian system admits a strong 
symmetry Lie group with corresponding first integrals. We showed that reducing the 
system by starting with restriction to the level set of the conserved quantities and 
then factoring out the (residual) symmetry group, or first factoring out the symmetry 
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group and then restricting to the level set of the remaining conserved quantities re- 
sults in the same (up to isomorphism) implicit generalized Hamiltonian system. This 
result generalizes the classical reduction theorems of explicit Hamiltonian systems as 
described in [16, 1, 15, 13, 19]. Furthermore, we related our results to the theory 
of symmetries and reduction in constrained mechanical systems [3, 7, 8, 22, 23] 
(which can also be described as implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems), giving 
the analogue of the reduction process described in [22]. 
The general setting, using the geometric notion of a Dirac structure and corre- 
sponding implicit generalized Hamiltonian systems, makes the theory applicable not 
only to mechanical systems with nonholonomic constraints, but to any multibody 
system, as well as to electromechanical systems (see e.g. [24]). 
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